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The properties of linear active coupled lines consisting of

electrically long GaAs MESFET structures are investigated for possible

applications as traveling-wave broad-band amplifiers. In addition,

the nonlinear coupled Schottky lines are studied for applications as

voltage tunable circuit elements.

The analysis of the general active asymmetric coupled trans-

mission lines in an inhomogeneous medium is presented. The scattering

parameters of a four-port network based on the general normal mode

analysis of coupled lines are derived in terms of the equivalent

circuit elements associated with the long MESFET structure. These are

then used to study the properties of the four-port device for appli-

cations as traveling-wave amplifiers.

One of the objectives of this study is to model the device by

calculating the electrical parameters of the structure from its

physical (geometrical and material) parameters. An accurate computer

program based on up to date theoretical formulas and experimental

results for calculating these circuit elements is developed. A method



based on the conformal mapping is developed to calculate the exact

values of interelectrode capacitances for the two and three asymmetric

coplanar strips. Empirical closed-form expressions are also obtained

for these capacitances by using simple curve fitting procedures.

In order to help optimize the performance of the device in terms

of its gain and bandwidth, a CAD program "TOUCHSTONE" is used. Various

techniques to compensate for the difference in the capacitive and

inductive loading of the gate and drain lines and to synchronize the

phase velocity of the waves on both lines are investigated. It is

found that a distributed inductance has to be added to the drain line

to equalize the velocities and optimize the device's performance,

i.e., the gain-bandwidth product. The termination impedances are also

optimized. Typical devices with the optimized termination impedances

and synchronized phase velocities give more than 3 dB power gain for

frequencies up to 34 GHz.

The dependence of the Schottky junction capacitance under the

gate on the applied voltage gives rise to the nonlinear behavior in

the transmission lines. The coupled Schottky lines are analyzed by

using a linearized and a nonlinear quasi-harmonic model. It is shown

that such structures can be used as voltage tunable devices including

directional couplers and electronic switches consisting of a long

dual-gate type coplanar structure. Examples of voltage tunable

couplers and a 15 GHz switch are included.
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GLOSSARY

a Thickness of the GaAs MESFET active layer.

ap Depletion layer (under the gate) thickness.

C12 The mutual coupling coefficient of the coupled lines.

Cd The drain-to-ground plane capacitance.

Cdp p-n (or Schottky) junction depletion layer capacitance.

Cds Drain-to-source interelectrode (fringing) capacitance.

Celec Self capacitance of an electrode (electrode-to-ground).

Ceven Interelectrode capacitance associated with even-mode excitation.

Cfb Feedback (gate-to-drain) capacitance due to the extension of the
depletion layer under the gate towards the drain.

Cgd Gate-to-drain interelectrode capacitance (fringing cap.).

Cgs Gate-to-source fringing capacitance.

Cin Gate -to- channel capacitance across the depleted region.

Cin_o Gate-to-channel capacitance when VDS =O.

Cm Mutual capacitance between any two lines (strips or electrodes).

Cmm Self capacitance, includes the mutual capacitance.

Codd Interelectrode (fringing) capacitance associated with odd-mode
excitation.

Cpad Pad-to-ground capacitance.

Cs Source-to-ground capacitance.

Csw Side-wall (gate-to-source) capacitance due to the extension of
the depleted region under the gate towards the source.

Ds Diffusion coefficient at saturation.

Dx Debye length.



E The electric field.

Ec The characteristic value of the electric field. It depends on
the shape of v(E) curve.

E
P

The electric field at which the drift velocity reaches its
maximum value.

Es Domain sustaining field.

Ev The electric field of electron velocity saturation.

F(6,0) Incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind.

G Codductance.

gm Active device transconductance.

h Substrate thickness.

h(x) Thickness of the depleted region under the MESFET's gate.

120 Thickness of undepleted active layer at the source end.

kc Capacitive coupling factor.

k7 Inductive coupling factor.

K(k) Complete elliptic integral of the first kind and k is the
modulus.

K'(k) complete elliptic integral of the co-modulus k'.

1 length.

7mn(1mm): Mutual (self) inductance between line n and line m.

L(Li,L2): channel length (length of region I, II).

MESFET Metal-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor.

MOSFET Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor.

cr Characteristic doping density.

ND Carrier (donor) doping concentration [doping level].



P1,2

PD

q

Qdom

Qe

Qg

Qsw

Power on line 1, 2

The power dissipated by the device in the parasitic elements.

The electronic charge.

The charge of the high-field Gunn domain.

The charge of the extended depletion area beyond the gate
towards the drain.

The charge in the depletion area under the gate.

The charge depleted from the extended depletion area beyond
the gate towards the source.

rd Drain-line (electrode) metalization resistance.

rg Gate-line (electrode) metalization resistance.

rs Source electrode metalization resistance if it is not grounded.

Rch Resistance of the active layer between the channel under the
gate and the corresponding electrode (drain or source).

Rci(Rffi): Drain-to-gate current ratio for the corresponding normal
mode [c- or ff-mode].

Rco Ohmic or contact resistance (for n+-metal contact).

Rcv(Rffv): Drain-to-gate voltage ratio for the corresponding normal
mode [c- or pr- mode].

Rd Drain resistance, the parasitic resistance between the channel
and the drain.

Rdom Resistance of the high-field Gunn domain.

RF Radio-frequency.

Rin Input (gate-to-channel) resistance.

Ro The MESFET's output resistance.

Rs The active layer parasitic resistance between the source and
the channel.

Rth Thermal resistance.

TWA Traveling-Wave (cascaded) Amplifier.

TWT Traveling-Wave Transistor.



vk The wave velocity on line k.

vl Light velocity in the free space.

vsat The saturation velocity of electrons in the GaAs MESFET.

Vgi Metal-to-semiconductor Schottky barrier built-in voltage.

Vdc DC-bias voltage.

VGS(VDS): Gate-to-source (drain-to-source) intrinsic voltage.

Vdsi The voltage drop across region i (1=1,2) under the gate.

Vj The voltage on line j; (j=1,2,... or gate,drain,...).

Vpo The pinch-off voltage.

W The electrode (line) width.

Wth Threshold width characterizing the existence or absence of the
Gunn domain.

zjk The mutual (self) impedance.

Zcj(Z7rj): Characteristic impedance associated with the corresponding
normal mode.

a he attenuation constant of a wave.

4(160) The phase constant of a wave (in free space).

The channel thickness in region II; saturated velocity region.

e,e.,Er: The permittivity of the material, of free space, dielectric
constant of the material respectively.

The propagation constant of a wave.

7c,lw The propagation constant of a corresponding normal mode.

p Doping density = qND.

The electric potential.

A,A0 The carriers mobility.

w The angular frequency.

Time constant or transit time.



ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF ELECTRICALLY LONG MESFETS AND COUPLED

SCHOTTKY LINES

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In the conventional two-port amplifiers, the transconductance can

be increased by cascading active devices which results in an increase

in the amplifier gain. However, this is accompanied by an increase in

the input and output capacitances which reduces the gain. Therefore,

in general, there is a direct gain-bandwidth tradeoff. To overcome

this problem, Percival invented the concept of distributed amplifiers

[1]. Although initially conceived of in 1936, Percival's concept did

not receive much attention until the early 1950's[2,3]. The idea is

based on the separation of the input and output capacitances of the

active devices (tubes or transistors) by inductors in such a way that

artificial transmission lines are formed at the input and output of

each active device. In doing so, the input and output impedances be-

come independent of the sections and relatively insensitive to the

frequency.

The principle of distributed amplification has been widely

applied by cascading the active devices or simply distributing them

uniformly along two strips of different characteristic impedances to

form a four-port device which can be used as an amplifier. Among these

devices used to realize such amplifiers are tubes[4], Si-bipolar

devices[5], Si-MOSFETs[6], Si-MESFETs[7] and most recently GaAs-

MESFETs[8,9].
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Although this type of amplifier is called a traveling-wave ampli-

fier for historical reasons, the other set of amplifiers, which is

referred to in literature as traveling-wave transistors (or traveling-

wave FETs), is a true distributed parameter traveling-wave device. An

amplifier of the second group consists of a single electrically long

device. Traveling-wave transistors have been a topic of continued

interest in recent years[10-12], although the attention given to this

type of amplifier is far less than that given to the distributed

discrete device amplifiers. These traveling-wave MESFET devices have

small size, light weight, low distortion and low operating voltage,

and the demand for them has increased rapidly over the years primarily

for applications as broadband amplifiers in both hybrid and monolithic

form.

Since the device parameters are distributed uniformly in the di-

rection of the wave propagation, which is transverse to the electron-

drift direction, the device electrodes can be modeled as active lossy

coupled transmission lines in an inhomogeneous medium. Therefore, the

theory of coupled distributed parameters can be applied to study the

properties of the device.

The objective of this thesis is to conduct a comprehensive study

of the traveling-wave transistor by applying rigorous coupled distrib-

uted parameters theory including all possible loss and coupling terms.

The general theory of passive asymmetric coupled lines in an

inhomogeneous medium has been developed by Tripathi[13J. In the first

chapter, this theory is generalized to include the active coupling

between the lines as characterized by the distributed MESFET's
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transconductance.

For a common-source MESFET, the finite length structure repre-

sents a four-port network whose immittance and scattering parameters

can be evaluated in terms of the two normal modes of propagation,

namely the c- and 71 -mode. These normal mode properties of the system

including the propagation constants, characteristic impedances and

admittance are derived in terms of the equivalent self and mutual

distributed parameters of the MESFET.

One of the objectives of this study is to model the device by

calculating the electrical parameters of the GaAs MESFET from its

physical parameters. Because of the complexity of the GaAS MESFET

internally, there is no agreement on a single small-signal model which

accurately describes the behavior of the device under all operating

conditions. However, there are instead many different models; most

of them are derived from scattering parameter measurements. We have

developed an accurate computer program based on the work by Pucel[14],

Shur[15], Willing[16], Fukui[17], Niedert and Scott[18] and others to

calculate the electrical parameters from the geometrical and material

parameters of the device. The calculation is based on the two-region

model suggested by Shockley[19] and developed later by Grebene and

Ghandi[20]. In this model, the active channel under the gate is

divided into two regions, a constant carrier mobility region and a

constant velocity region. Many effects are considered in the analysis

including the presence of the Gunn domain, the carrier velocity

saturation, the non-zero channel thickness in the velocity saturation

region, the degradation of the carrier mobility due to the power
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heating effect, and the substrate current. It is worthwhile to mention

at this point that not all the electrical parameters are calculated

fully by analytical means. Some of these parameters are adjusted by

constants found from the experimental curve fitting.

Excluding the interelectrode capacitances, all the device elec-

trical parameters can be calculated by using analytical formulas or

empirical expressions. Such formulas and expressions are scattered

through out the literature in some form or the other. However, there

is no accurate method to calculate the interelectrode capacitances.

In the most recent article[18], the capacitances were calculated by

applying Smythe derivation[21J, which gives exact results if it is

applied for two asymmetric lines. But applying this method to the

lines of interest while ignoring the presence of a third line between

or adjacent to them results in a high percentage error. Unfortunate-

ly, the interelectrode capacitances have a significant and direct

effect on the gain-bandwidth product of the amplifier. Therefore, the

inadequacy in calculating the mutual capacitive coupling between the

device electrodes results in inaccurate results. In fact, intensive

work has been done in this area. For example, Wen suggested in 1969

the use of conformal mapping technique as an exact method to calculate

the mutual capacitances of the coplanar waveguides[22J. Lin derived

the formula for the case of symmetric two lines[23J. Davis et al.[24]

included the effect of the substrate thickness but came up with a very

complicated expression which is not easy to solve analytically. Others

[25,26] included the effect of the metalization thickness. But to the

best of our knowledge, there is no method to calculate the mutual
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( interelectrode ) capacitances of three coplanar lines. We used the

conformal mapping technique to derive such a method to calculate the

exact values of the mutual capacitances of the two and three asym-

metric coplanar strips in terms of the structure geometry and the

substrate dielectric constant. The presence of a third line between

the two lines or adjacent to them disturbs the electric field and

reduces the capacitance between the two lines under consideration.

This shielding effect is also investigated. In addition, accurate

closed -form expressions for the computer aided design (CAD) are form-

ulated by using curve fitting procedure.

Having the accurate values of the interelectrode capacitances

along with the self capacitances of the device electrodes, the induc-

tance matrix can be evaluated. This step completes the calculations of

all the GaAs MESFET's electrical parameters.

Since the capacitive and inductive loading of the gate and drain

lines are different, the phase velocities of the waves propagating on

these lines are also different. To add the drain current in phase

along the line, the phase velocities must be synchronized. As men-

tioned earlier, the discrete active devices are either distributed

uniformly along the input and output lines where the characteristic

impedances are different, or cascaded via transmission lines of

different lengths or characteristic impedances in order to synchronize

the phase velocities. But for the case of traveling-wave transistors,

the same technique can not be used and the elements required to

synchronize the velocities have to be distributed uniformly along the

lines. In the previous work, where the small-signal equivalent circuit
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models used were simplified and many approximations were made, the

compensation elements have been estimated analytically. It had been

found that a capacitance must be added to the drain electrode and this

was done by direct overlays[10,11] or novel image gate arrangements

(12]. For the comprehensive device model, where all the electrical

parameters are included, it is not that easy to calculate analytically

the value of the elements required to synchronize the velocities.

TOUCHSTONE, a computer optimizer, is used in our study to estimate the

value and the nature ( capacitive, inductive,... ) of the compensation

elements[27J. More importantly, TOUCHSTONE is used as a tool to vali-

date the results obtained by utilizing the scattering parameters

matrix of the four-port distributed parameter amplifier. In this simu-

lation, sections of lumped elements are used to build an artificial

MESFET in a manner similar to that used in simulating transmission

lines by artificial lines. It is found that as the number of these

sections is increased, the results of the simulated MESFET become

closer and closer to the results found by using the scattering para-

meters. TOUCHSTONE is also used to estimate the termination impedances

which play a significant role in the device performance ( gain and

bandwidth ). Due to the coupling, it is impossible to match perfectly

all the device terminals, especially over a wide range of frequencies.

Amemiya[28] suggested the use of T- or it- sections to terminate both

lines. But Amemiya's equations are limited to the non -lossy transmis-

sion lines and they are not applicable to the general case where the

losses and active couplings are involved.

The analysis of structures for applications as traveling-wave
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amplifiers in microwave frequencies range is based on the assumption

that the signal applied to the input end of the gate electrode is

small enough such that the variation in the Schottky capacitance is

negligible. Therefore, the higher order harmonics are not important

and the junction capacitance is modeled as a linear element. If, on

the other hand, the signal amplitude is not too small, and the voltage

dependence of the junction capacitance and other nonlinear electrical

parameters were considered, the structure can be used as a harmonic

generator[29,30]. The nonlinearity of Schottky capacitance can be

utilized to study coupled Schottky lines for possible applications as

voltage tunable devices such as electronic switches and directional

couplers. We have extended our study to include the analysis and

applications of coupled nonlinear lines such as Schottky lines in a

long dual-gate MESFETs.

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS :

This thesis is composed of seven chapters including this one. In

the second chapter, the general normal mode analysis of active coupled

lines in an inhomogeneous medium is presented. The properties of the

transmission line system including the normal mode propagation con-

stants, the characteristic impedances ( admittances ) of the two lines

and the voltage ( current ) ratios for the two modes of propagation

are derived in terms of the self and mutual distributed shunt admit-

tances and series impedances of the system.

In the third chapter, the small-signal model of a GaAs MESFET is

described. The calculation of the electrical parameters of the device
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by utilizing the geometrical and material parameters is presented in

detail. To complete the calculation of the device electrical para-

meters, an exact calculation of the intere7ectrode capacitances for

two and three coplanar strips is introduced in chapter 4. In addition,

closed-form expressions which should be useful in the computer aided

design of three -line structures are presented.

In the fifth chapter, the expressions for the distributed self

and mutual line constants are derived and used in the general active

coupled line theory developed in the second chapter to compute the

scattering parameters and the power gain of the four-port device. The

use of TOUCHSTONE to help model design and optimize the amplifiers is

also outlined. The results of this study are included in this chapter.

Based on the effect of the voltage-dependence of the Schottky

capacitance under gate line electrodes, the analysis of coupled

nonlinear lines has been developed. The analysis is presented in the

sixth chapter and is used to demonstrate the design of voltage tunable

devices such as electronic switches and. directional couplers. The

analysis can be applied to long dual-gate MESFET structures. The sixth

chapter includes examples of these applications.

The last chapter includes the concluding remarks and our

suggestions for future study which might extend and/or improve same

aspects of this study.
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CHAPTER 2

ANALYSIS OF ACTIVE COUPLED TRANSMISSION LINES

2.1 : INTRODUCTION :

Many types of coupled distributed parameter circuits ( symmetric

or asymmetric, active or passive, lossy or lossless ) have been used

in various applications including couplers, filters, impedance trans-

formers, oscillator circuits, slow-wave structures, and traveling-wave

transistors [10,29-32]. The parameters characterizing coupled-line

four-port networks ( impedance, admittance, chain scattering, etc. )

can be used in the analysis and design of these circuits. Zysman and

Johnson [33], and Jones and Bolljahn [34] used these parameters

to study two- and four-port circuits, which are used as filters and

directional couplers. For the case of homogeneous media ( coupled TEM

lines [34,35]) and symmetrical structure in an inhomogeneous media

[33,36], the four-port parameters are obtained in terms of the coupled

line impedances ( or admittances ) and phase velocities for the even

and odd modes of excitation. By definition, the even mode corresponds

to the case where the lines have equal voltages and equal currents.

The odd mode results when the voltages and currents are equal in mag-

nitude but 180 out of phase. However, since the system to be analyzed

here is asymmetric, active and in an inhomogeneous medium, the even

and odd mode description is inadequate since the voltages and currents

on the two lines are, in general, not equal in magnitude for the

normal modes of the system and the waves propagate with unequal phase
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velocities. The difference in phase velocities in various regions of

the structure precludes a pure TEM wave propagation and the different

phase velocities of the normal modes give rise to the interference

resulting in a periodic exchange of energy between lines [36]. It is

convenient to describe a coupled pair of lines in terms of normal

modes of excitation which have been called co- or c-mode (donated by a

subscript c ) and anti- or it -mode ( denoted by a subscript it). These

normal mode parameters are derived in terms of the equivalent series-

and shunt-distributed parameters such as impedances and admittances of

the lines. The equivalent distributed parameter constants can be found

for quasi-TEM as well as hybrid-higher order modes of propagation by

solving the corresponding quasi-static or general frequency dependent

boundary value problems. The quasi-TEM approximation yields excellent

results up to several gigahertz for structures with transverse

dimensions small as compared to the wavelength, and the analysis is

much simpler.

The equivalent series and shunt, self and mutual immittances

together with active linear dependent sources per unit length of the

lines are used to obtain the network parameters of the four-port asym-

metric active coupled-line by utilizing the modal characteristics of

the two independent modes of excitation which propagate in the system.

This analysis is a generalized approach based on the method

developed by Tripathi[13] for the study of general uniformly coupled

distributed parameter structures. The four-port parameters derived

are similar in form to those derived by Tripathi and degenerate to the

same expressions if the active element(s) in the system are removed.
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The results obtained here can be used to study the properties of many

general coupled line systems including the linear ac-analysis of GaAs

MESFET structures for applications as traveling-wave transistors.

2.2 : THE ANALYSIS :

2.2.1 : Coupled-Line Analysis :

The voltages and currents on the two uniformly coupled lines are

given, in general, by the transmission line equations as :

dv1

dx

dv2

dx

dil

dx

di2

dx

- z11 i1 z12 i2

z21 i1 z22 i2

Yll vl + y12 v2

Y21 vl y22 v2

Where zjj and yjj (j=1,2) are the self series impedance and shunt

admittance per unit length of line j in the presence of line k (k=1,2;

k ,'j); zjk and yjk are the mutual impedance and admittance per unit

length respectively. In general zjk zkj and yjk ykj

In the above equations, it is assumed that the voltages and

currents vary as exp(jwt). Differentiating equations (1-a) and (1-b)

with respect to x and substituting (1-c) and (1-d), equations for

voltages on the two lines are obtained as :



d2v1

dx2

d2v2

avvl bvv2

- cvvi + dvv2
dx2

Where,

av = z11Y11 z12Y21

by = z11Y12 z123122

cv ' z21Y11 z22Y21

dv = z21Y12 z22Y22

(3-a)

(3-b)

(3-c)

(3 -d)

Since none of the coefficients in equation (3) varies with x, an

exponential solution for the voltage of the form v(x)=voelx can be

assumed. Substituting this form of v(x) into equation (2) gives,

( av 72 ) vi + v2 = 0 (4-a)

cv vi + ( dv 72 ) v2 = 0 (4-b)

This is an eigenvalue problem. The nontrivial solution can be

obtained by equating the determinant of equation (4) to zero and

solving the biquadratic equations as:

av 1
2 by

cv dv -
=0 (5)

or,

av + dv 1

(6-a)lc = ±1. + ( ( av - dv)2 + 46vcd1/2
2 2

av + dv 1

dv)2 (6 -b)1ff ±[ - ( ( av + 4bvcdh
2 2

Where 1c and 1ff correspond to c-mode and it -mode propagation constants

respectively.
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From equation (4), the relationships between the voltages on the

two lines for each of these four waves can be obtained as :

v2 12 ay cy

vl by

Define,

and

v2

Rcv '
vi

12 dv

for 1 = : ( c-mode )

1

Rcv = [(dv ay) + ( (ay dy)2 + 4bycy }z ]
2by

v2
RAT= for 7=77r : ( it -mode )

v1

1

Racy [(dv - ay) - ( (ay - dy)2 + 4bycy }z ]
2by

(7)

(8-a)

(8-b)

The current on the two lines can be obtained from equations (1 -a)

and (1-b) in terms of voltages or directly by following the same steps

as the ones used to solve for vl and v2. The current mode ratios are

found to be :

Rci
i2

it

for '1 = lc : ( c-mode )

1

Rdi =
2b

[(di ai) + ( (ai di)2 + 4bici)% ]
i

and

i2
RAi a for 1 = lw : ( w-mode )

i1

1

RIci =

2b
[(di ai) ( (ai di)2 + 4bici) ]

i

(9)

(10)



Where,

ai = zilY11 + z21y12

bi = z12y11 + z22y12

ci = zllY21 + z21y22

di = z12Y21 + z22y22

14

In general, Rci Rcv and Rai Rav . If the system is passive-

i.e., z12= z21 and y12= y21, then Rci= -1/Rav and Rai= -1/Rcv[13].

Moreover, if the coupled-line system is lossless, the voltages and

currents ratios are, in general, positive for the c-mode and negative

for the 7r -mode of excitation. For the case of identical lines,

Rci= Rcv= 1 and Rai= Rffe -1, and the c- and w-mode becomes even- and

odd-mode, respectively[13].

The solution of the voltage on the two lines is the sum of the

solutions of the four waves and is given by:

-7cx lcx -lax lax
vl = Ale + A2e + A3e + A4e

and

(12-a)

cx -e e
v2 = AiRcve + A2Rcve

Icx l
+ A3Rave + A4Rave

l
(12-b)

Where Ai (j=1,...,4) is the amplitude coefficient of the corresponding

wave.

By substituting the voltage equations (12-a) and (12-b) into

equations (1-a) and (1-b), the currents for all four waves can be

determined as :

and

-Icx Icx -lax lax
it = AlYcle A2Ycle + A3Yffle Aeirle (13-a)

-Icx -lax lax

i2 =A1RcvYc2e -A2RcvYae
lcx

+A3RnvYn2e -A4RavY7r2e (13-b)
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Where Ycl, .c2, Y71 and Y72 are the characteristic admittances of line

1 and 2 for the c- and w-mode respectively. They are given by :

Yci = lc
z11z22 z12z21

lc zll Rcv z21

Z22 Z12 Rcv

Yc2
Rcv z11z22 z12z21

Z22 Z12 Rev

Ywl = lit

Yw2--

z11z22 z12z21

lit Z11 R7[11 z21

Zi1Z22 z12z21

On the other hand, if the current equations are used, then the

general solution of the currents associated with the four waves of the

two coupled lines is :

-Icx icx -77x 17x
it = Ble + B2e + B3e + B4e (15-a)

(14-a)

(14-b)

(14-c)

(14-d)

and

-lcx lcx -le le
i2 = B1Rcie + B2Rcie + B3Rgie + B4R7ie (15-b)

Where Bj is the amplitude coefficient of wave j.

By substituting the current equations (15-a) and (15-b) into

equations (1-c) and (1-d), the voltages for all four waves can be

determined as :

and

-lcx lcx -le le
v1 = BiZcle B2Zcle + B3Z72e B4Z71e (16-a)

-17x 77x
v2 =B1Rci ZcZe

-lcx
-B2RciZc2e

lcx
+83R7iZ72e -B4R7iZ72e (16-b)

Where Zcl, Zc2, Z72 and Z72 are the characteristic impedances of line

1 and 2 for the c- and it -mode respectively. They are given by :
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1 Y22 Y12 Rci
Zcl ' lc (17-a)

Ycl Y11Y22 Y12Y21

1 lc Yll Rci Y21
Zc2

Rci Y11Y22 Y12Y21

1 Y22 Y12 Rai
41 = In (17-c)

Ygl Y11Y22 Y12Y21

1 1g Yll Rgi Y21
42 - (17-d)

Yg2 Rini Y11Y22 Y12Y21

By comparing equations (12) with (16) and (13) with (15), it is

seen that:

and

Rcv Yci Zc2

PC I

Pit v

Yc2 Zcl

Yirl Z[2

(18-a)

(18 -b)
Rwi Yg2 Zwi

These relationships are similar to those given in [13]. In general,

the ratio of the characteristic impedances of the two lines is given

by :

Zchar.-1 Rci Rffi

1%
Zchar.-2 Rcv RAT

Where, Zchar. -j = Zcj4i ;

2.2.2 : Coupled-Line Four-Port :

(j = 1,2 )

The terminal four-port parameters (impedances, admittances, etc.)

of the finite length coupled line structure shown in Fig.2-1 are found

by solving for the port voltages in terms of currents or vice versa.
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CONDUCTOR 1 CONDUCTOR 2

Fig. 2-1 : General asymmetric coupled transmission lines.

For example, equation (12) gives voltages at x=0 and x = 1 leading to:

VI

V2

V3

V4

=

1 1 1 1

Rcv Rcv Rnv Riry

-1C1 1C1 -11[1 171
Rcve Rcve Rnve Rnve

e
-7c7

e
1c7 -171 171

e e

Al

A2

A3

A4

or [V)=P? ix[A] (20)

Similarly,

II

equation (13) gives the port currents as,

'c1 Yc1 Yirl Ywl Al

12 RciYcl RciYcl RiriN1 RffiYiri A2

=
-7c7 1c7 -1714 11.7

13 -RciYcle Rci Ycle -RiriNie RffiNie A3

-7c7 1cl -171 171
14 -Ycle Ycle -Yale Ynle A4

or [I]= [Y *]x[A] (21)
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To express the terminal voltages [V] in terms of terminal cur-

rents [I] or vice versa, the amplitude coefficients [A] are eliminated

leading to:

[V]=[Z]x[1], where: [Z]=[R*]x[Y*]-1 (22)

and

[I]=[Y]x[V], where: [Y]=[Y*]x[R*]-1 (23)

The elements of the Z-matrix are found to be:

Zci coth(icl) Zia coth(iff1)

Z11=Z44-
(1 Rci / Rip.) (1 R,1 / Rci)

Z12=Z43-
Rffi(1 Rci / R71.1)

Zcl coth(1c1) Zia coth(y)

-Zcl

Rci(1 R71 / Rci)

Zwi

Z13
=Z42- (24-c)

Rffi(1-Rci/Riri)sinh(lc1) Rci(1-Riri/Rci)sinh(iff1)

(24-a)

(24-b)

Zcl
Z14=Z41-

(1-Rci/Rffi)sinh(Icl) (1-RWRci)sinh(77)

RcvZcl coth(lc1) RffvZ71.1 coth(17(1)

Z21=Z34=
(1 Rci / Rffi) (1 Rffi / Rci)

Z22=Z33-
RRi(1 Rci Rffi)

Rcvzci coth(icl) coth(171.1)

Rcv zci

Rci(1 R71 / Rci)

Rnv Zw1

Z23

=Z32- (24-g)
R7i(1-Rci/R7i)sinh(lcl) Rci(1-Riti/Rci)sinh(10

(24-d)

(24-e)

(24-f)

Rcv ZC1 R7v Z71

Z24=Z31-
(1-Rci/Rwi)sinh(lc1) (1-R7i/Rci)sinh(Iffl)

(24-h)



The elements of the Y-matrix are found to be:

Yci coth(icl) Y711 coth(11)

Y11=Y44- +

(1 Rcv / R7v) (1 Rffif / Rev)

Y12=Y43-
Rffv(1 Rcv / R7v) Rcv(1 - Riry / Rcv)

Yci coth(Icl) Y711 coth(y)

.19

(25-a)

(25-b)

Ycl Yin

Y13 Y42 + (25-c)
Rffv(1-Rcv/R7v)sinh(lc1) Rcv(1-Rffv/Rcv)sinh(Iffl)

Y14=Y41-
(1-Rcv/Rffv)sinh(1c1)

Ycl Y71

(1-Rffv/Rcv)sinh(171.1)

RciYci coth(icl) RffiYiri coth(inl)

Y21434- +

(1 Rcv / R7v) (1 Rfft, / Rcv)

Y22=Y33-
Rwv(1 Rcv / R7v) Rcv(1 Riry / Rcv)

RciYci coth(1c1) RffiYiri coth(y)

Rci Ycl Rffi Yffl

Y23 Y32 + (25-g)
Rilv(1-Rcv/Rffv)sinh(Icl) Rcv(1-R"/Rcv)sinh(Iffl)

(25-d)

(25-e)

(25-f)

Y24=Y31
(1-Rcv/Rffv)sinh(lcl) (1-Rav/Rcv)sinh(171.1)

Rci Ycl Rill Y71.1

(25-h)

The above immittance parameters or other network functions

derived either from these parameters or directly from the expressions

for voltages and currents can be used to study the properties of these

four ports when the structure is terminated in desired impedances.
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2.3 : CONCLUDING REMARKS :

The general analysis of active coupled transmission lines, which

is presented in this chapter, can be used to study a GaAs MESFET stru-

cture as a traveling-wave transistor. In addition, the analysis is

general and can be applied to other microwave circuits consisting of

coupled distributed parameter structures.

The advantage of this analysis over the coupled-mode formulation

[37] is that, the use of normal mode analysis leads to the four-port

circuit matrices which can then be used to study all the transfer fun-

ctions for different terminating impedances on both ends of the line.

The transmission structure properties are used to obtain the

characteristics of the two normal modes of propagation. These

characteristics, which include the immittances, the phase velocities

and the voltage and current ratios on both lines associated with the

two modes, are utilized to determine the 4 x 4 network matrices. The

four-port parameters characterizing the coupled-line may be used in

designing various microwave circuits including filters, couplers, osc-

illators, impedance matching networks, and traveling-wave transistors

and amplifiers. The application of this analysis for the study of the

traveling-wave transistor based on the scattering parameters is

presented in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3

GaAs MESFET SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL

3.1 : INTRODUCTION :

Device modeling is the cornerstone of any circuit design. Unfor-

tunately, even today, unlike silicon devices, accurate and reliable

GaAs device models are not available. The uncertainty in modeling the

the equivalent small- (or large-) signal circuit of the GaAs MESFET

( Metal-Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor ) is reflected by the

large number of different models in the literature [12,15,38-64]. This

uncertainty sounds even stronger when the same author(s) use more than

one model in one article in an attempt to improve the MESFET's model

in order to match the measured data[65,66]. Many different models have

been proposed and used by the same author(s) in recent years. For

For example, see [67-69,70-72,73-74,75-76].

MESFETs are extremely complex internally and therefore, it is

difficult to develop simple external models which accurately describe

their behavior under all operating conditions based on the device

physics.

The typical and most convenient approach of modeling GaAs FETs is

based on the measurements of scattering parameters of the device at

the bias of interest, the selection of a suitable small-signal model,

and the optimization of the circuit element values by using a circuit

simulator program such as SUPER-COMPACT and TOUCHSTONE to best fit the

measured data. Many different models of this nature have been
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reported ( see for example [54,64,68-69,75,77-82]). Some authors have

found that they need to introduce other elements or branches in their

equivalent circuit model to get a better fit with the measured data,

although these circuit elements may not have any physical explanation

[50].

The above mentioned experimental modeling technique can not be

easily used to predict the exact values of circuit elements, and ther-

efore the circuit behavior, before manufacturing the circuit ( or the

device). This method is more useful as an analysis rather than synthe-

sis tool. In addition, the model parameter values are usually obtained

at a specific frequency and bias voltage. In summary, this technique

does not necessarily provide accurate results, and the correlation

between element values and the physical characteristics of the device

is lost. For design purposes, it is important to have an analytical

model where the small-signal parameters at any desired bias can be

calculated from the physical device specifications efficiently, accu-

rately and directly. Several analytical models have been proposed in

recent years ( see for example [ 14-15,17- 18,56,63,65,66,70,73,74,83

88]). Gamand et 0452] used SPICE2 to predict an analytical model,

while Madjar and Rosenbaum[89] utilized the two-dimensional model of

Yamaguchi and Kodera et 0490] to produce analytical relationships

for drain and gate currents as a function of drain-source and gate-

source voltages and their derivatives. Willing et 0416] considered

the elements with essentially bias-independent values as linear ele-

ments and calculated them analytically. The nonlinear elements were

determined from S-parameter measurements at different bias conditions.
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Bandler and Zhang[76] used a new approach called "Monte-Carlo Sensi-

tivity analysis" to determine the values of the elements of his model.

Our theoretical study of a distributed long device requires an

analytical model such that the values of the equivalent circuit eleme-

nts of GaAs MESFETs can be calculated by utilizing the geometrical and

material parameters. Such a model is needed not only for this study

but also for many other applications of GaAs monolithic circuits in

both microwave and high speed digital applications. As a result,

inexpensive, fairly accurate, and easy-to-run computer programs for

calculating the equivalent circuit elements are needed. Neidert and

Scott[18] wrote a FORTRAN program called FETREN in an attempt to

satisfy this need. A new program written for this study called OSUFET

is an improvement of FETREN. The features and limitations of this

program are discussed in the following sections. A physical model has

been chosen to account for many known physical effects in GaAs

MESFETs. The calculation of all equivalent circuit elements based on

the physical model is described in this chapter.

3.2 : THE FEATURES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM OSUFET :

OSUFET is a FORTRAN program , which is a modified version of

FETREN by Neidert and Scott[18]. It is important to emphasize at this

point that the problem with all analytical GaAs MESFET models proposed

to date is that these models do not give results which agree well with

the measured data over a wide range of bias voltages. Since the

program is not an attempt to arbitrarily fit the measured data, its

results are not perfect. This is because although new terms were
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added in a logical and plausible way to permit adjustment of computed

results to measured values, the program does not use arbitrary fitting

constants. This results in improved agreement between the calculated

and measured data over the full range of bias voltages ( or over the

full range of large signal "swing" conditions).

When the analytical theory is not applicable, as in the calculat-

ion of the input and feedback capacitances for the drain-to-source

voltage between zero and half the pinch-off voltage, the interpolation

has been introduced. This interpolation is made between the values

calculated analytically where it is possible by utilizing the measured

data.

The program is based on the two-region model suggested by

Shockley(19] and developed by Grebene and Ghandi[20], and in more

details by Puce] et a1.[14]. In this approximation, the active

channel is divided into two regions; one of constant carrier mobility

and the other of saturated carrier velocity. The negative resistance

region under the gate occupies a small space and this region is

neglected. Since the calculations made in the transition between

these two regions are not accurate, this approximation is one of the

limitations of the program. Other approximations made are as follows:

the doping concentrations are assumed to be constant through out the

active layer and an abrupt junction is assumed. The overshoot effect

of the velocity is ignored. One-dimensional analysis which does not

include the potential variation in the longitudinal direction is used.

Such an approximation, which is called a gradual channel approximation

can be made if the gate length is much greater than the active layer
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thickness. But often in microwave devices, the channel length is

about equal to the active channel thickness. If this is the case, two-

dimensional analysis may be used. But the program does not support

such analysis.

In spite of these limitations, OSUFET gives meaningful results

and can be used as a design tool for many applications.

FETREN calculates the intrinsic and parasitic circuit elements.

It contains expressions to account for Gunn domain formation which has

been ignored by the earlier models, temperature dependence of various

parameters due to heating from the bias power, the effect of extension

of the depletion region beyond the gate, and the non-zero channel

thickness in the velocity saturation region. OSUFET contains, beside

these expressions, routines to calculate the fringing capacitances

between electrodes derived by using the conformal mapping technique,

as well as the electrode inductances and resistances. Some modificat-

ions were made in calculating some of the circuit elements as shown in

in the following sections.

3.3 : THEORETICAL REVIEW :

Many papers have been published about the general analysis of

microwave GaAs MESFETs and their modeling. In the analysis presented

here, a two-region model, which is suggested by Shockley[19], is

adopted. This model is based on the assumption that the active

channel under the gate can be divided into two regions; one, which is

near the source, of constant carrier mobility, and the other, which is

near the drain, of zero mobility i.e., saturated carrier velocity as
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shown in Fig. 3-1. This model was expanded by Grebene and Ghandi[20],

and by Puce) et 0414].

Gate

1

!

1,..,

Source

Region I

L1

_L
6

!Region 1-1.
ADSi4I1 L24-1

Drain

Fig.3-1-a: The assumed MESFET configuration for theoretical analysis.
(After Grebene and Ghandi [20])
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ii
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Fig.3-1-b: The actual and assumed carrier velocity dependence on the
electric field and the assumed velocity along the channel.
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E(x)

Esat

0 L1 L
X

Fig.3-1-c: The electrical field along the channel.

3.3.1 : The Operating Point :

The operating point is determined by the longitudinal position of

the boundary between region I and region II. The position of this

boundary is determined by forcing the calculated voltage drops across

the two regions and the parasitic resistances to be equal to the

applied voltage, i.e.,

Vapplied = ERs VRd CDs -int. (1)

Where,

ADS -int. = Vdsl Vds2 (2)

This is shown in Fig. 3-2.

This can be done by varying the longitudinal position of the

boundary between the two regions such that the longitudinal electric

field is large enough to produce velocity saturation. Therefore, the

parasitic resistances must be calculated before any calculations can

be made to determine the operating point.
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Fig. 3-2: The MESFET structure showing the internal and external
voltages. (After Neidert and Scott[18])

In region I, assuming the gradual channel approximation, the

potential variation in the vertical direction is much greater than

that in the longitudinal direction, and the Poisson's equation for the

abrupt depletion approximation is applicable. That is,

Ngo = _
q D

(3)
E EoEr

Where 0 is the potential, Er is the dielectric constant of the GaAS,

p is the volume charge density, q is the electronic charge, and ND is

the doping density. The integration of this equation with appropriate

boundary conditions yields:

p y2 p
pa2 pab

0= + by +[
E 2 E 2E

[ a2 y2 + 2h( y a)]

2E
(4)
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Where, "a" is the total active layer thickness, "b" is the channel

thickness as a function of longitudinal position(91J.

By setting y = b, the potential along the boundary between the

conducting channel and the depletion region is obtained as :

pa2

95

32 = vp0( 1 ___

a

.12

Y=b 2E

[

a

Where Vpo = (01Da2)/(2E) is the pinch-off voltage.

Applying Ohm's law, the current in the conducting channel is

given by:

(5)

30

Idsl = qA0NDIM
ax

(6)

Where, Ao is the carrier low field mobility, which is assumed constant

in region I;

W is the total gate width; and

Wax is the longitudinal electric field.

After an integration over region I length L1 :

qA.NDWa
Ids1 - ( fl )

Li

Where,

With,

2
fl p2 _ s2 _ ( p3 s3 )

3

P
2- ( VBi VGS Vdsl)

Vpo

( VBi VGS )
and s2 -

Vpo

VBi is the metal-to-semiconductor built-in voltage. VBi and Vpo

are taken as positive voltages.

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
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VGS and VDS are the intrinsic gate-to-source and drain-to-source

voltages, respectively.

Vdsl is the intrinsic drain-to-source voltage drop across region

I.

The current in region II at the boundary between the two regions

is given by :

Ids2 = PoNDb1WEs (11)

Where, Es is the longitudinal field which is required to cause carrier

velocity saturation; and

b1 is the channel thickness at this point; it is given by :

2E

b1 = a dmax' a ( VBi VGS Vds1)14.
qND

2E Vp0

= a ( VBi VGS Vdsl )12
qN0 Vpo

= a ap = a( 1 p ) (12)

Therefore, Ids2 = poNDaWEs(1-p) (13)

Current continuity between the two regions requires that Idsi

given by equation (7) and Ids2 given by equation (13), be equal; this

gives :

L1 -
Vpofi

Es ( 1 p )

L2 = L Li = L -

Vp0f1

(1 P)Es

To find the voltage drop in region I, one can integrate the lon-

gitudinal electric field over the length of the region, L1. Therefore,

x=Li x=Li

Vdsl I Elong.dx
dx

idx (15)

x=0 x=0



As shown in Pucel et a7.[143,

Vdsl Vpo
( p2 s2 )
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(16)

In region II, the potential distribution can be found by using

the solution of the two-dimensional Laplace's equation, V20II = °

However, the solutions are not easily found for any arbitrary planar

MESFET's geometry. Shockley[19] proposed an approximation to simplify

the problem by assuming that the physical shape of the drain conductor

follows the shape of the equi-potential lines far away from the drain.

Grebene and Ghandi[20] and Pucel et al.[14] adopted the same approxi-

mation. Since this is not the case in planar MESFETs, a constant CDR2

was included in the program to affect the amount of voltage drop in

region II. Of course, the form of the analytical expression is

maintained :

dOII
Vds2 L

]dx
x=Li dx

(17)

The approximated solution at y = 6 , is:

2(a-6) r(L -L1)

Vds2 Es sink[ J (18)
2(a -6)

Note that "a" has been replaced by (a-6) to account for the finite

thickness of the conducting channel in region II. The total (internal)

voltage drop across the intrinsic transistor is :

2Es(a-6) it Vppfl

VDS-int' Vpo(R2-s2)-1- sinhf
2(a-6)

(L

(1-p)Es
}] (19)

The measurable drain-to-source voltage is:

VDS-ext= VDS-int+ IDS( Rs Rd )

and the accessible gate-to-source voltage is:

(20)



VGS-ext= VGS-int + IDS Rs

The current is given by:

IDS= poNDaWVp0[(d2-s2) (2/3)(d3-s3)]/L

Where,
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(21)

(22)

VBi VGS VDS
d2 = [ (23)

Vpo

Again, VGS and Vas are the internal voltages.

The operating point can be found by varying the position of the

boundary between the two regions until the calculated VGS and VDS, in

addition to the calculated voltage drops across the parasitic resis-

tance Rs and Rd, become equal to the applied VGS and VDS respectively.

Although OSUFET allows L1 to overshoot and be temporarily larger than

the total length L due to the iterative nature of the solution method,

the final value of Li, after convergence, is less than L. Otherwise

this indicates that the bias levels were such that there is no region

II, and the problem will be resolved completely by using the equations

that are applicable for region I only.

3.3.2 : Current-Voltage Calculations :

The drain-source current calculated in equation (22) represents

the major component of the actual total current, which is due to

carrier flow in the undepleted device channel. The second component

is the substrate current resulting from the electron injection into

the adjacent substrate when a stationary Gunn domain exists in the

channel. Eastman and Shur[92] found that the substrate current can be

expressed as :



'sub ' W ( ND )1/2 ( ADS -int )1/2
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(24)

However, Neidert and Scott[18] introduced a constant, AK, to achieve a

strong agreement between the analytical expression given by equation

(24) and the measured data. In OSUFET, the substrate current is given

as :

'sub = (AK) vsat W [ qaDs_ int ./ ND ncr Pi (25)

Where, ncr is the characteristic value of the electron concentration

[92].

The third component is the simple resistive leakage current

across the top surface of the transistor due to surface defects, or

through the substrate due to either its higher conductivity ( higher

than the desirable one) or the doping "tail "[18], as shown in Fig.3-3.

Neidert and Scott suggested a fixed shunt resistance, RSHUNT, to model

the effect of this component.

ND( cm-3 )

ND-APPR.

1016

1015

Doping Tail

1..,_ Active channel .1
Thickness(Approx. )

. v.- Depth (,m)

Fig. 3-3 : Doping profile showing the doping "tail".
(After Neidert and Scott[18])
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3.3.3 : Thickness of The Conducting Channel in Region II :

In region II, where the carrier velocity reaches its saturation

value, a finite thickness of a conducting channel must exist to carry

the current. This thickness is given by:

6 -
IDS

(26)

ODWvsat

Where, vsat is the assumed electron saturated velocity. Although, some

authors [14,20] have hinted that this thickness may be disregarded in

the solution of the potential equation in region II, it is found that

it has a significant effect in the calculation of the device elect-

rical parameters such as the output resistance.

3.3.4 : Calculation of Temperature Effects on a GaAs MESFET :

A good review of the calculation of the temperature effects on a

GaAs MESFET based on the knowledge of thermal resistance of the device

in actual operation, and the variation of the device's low field

mobility with temperature is given by Neidert[18].

The low field mobility value is adjusted, for the temperature

rise resulting from the bias power dissipation as :

p. (T) = go(300°K)[(300 + Rth PD)/300]-0.7 (27)

Where, Rth is the thermal resistance in C° per watt, and PD is the

total power being dissipated by the device. 13,0 = VDSIDS (28)

3.3.5 : Transit Time :

The transit time in GaAs MESFETs is given by:



T = Ti +72

Where,

Li L2

vaveage vsaturation

Vdsi
vaverge = AO Eaverage = AO

Li

and, Vdsi = Vim( p2 s2 ) as mentioned before.

If there is no region II, then L2 = 72 = 0 and :

Vdsl = Vpo( d2 s2 ).

3.4 : SMALL-SIGNAL PARAMETERS :
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(29)

(30)

(31)

The small-signal model and its physical origin are shown in

Fig. 3-4. The electrical parameters are calculated as follows :

3.4.1 : The Transconductance :

When the bias level is high enough to create velocity saturation

region under the gate, the transconductance can be calculated from the

equation derived by Statz et a1.[85.7 as :

gm

Where,

albs

avGs

aqgoNDWEs
fg

VDS = constant Po

(32)

cosh[RL2/(2(a-(9)][1-si - (1-p)
fg - (33)

cosh[ffL2/(2(a-5))112p(1-p) + EsL1 /Vp0.7 - 2p(1-P)

In this equation, the channel thickness "a" is replaced by (a-8) to

account for the finite undepleted channel thickness in region II,

which is neglected by Statz et al.

If region II does not exist, equation(33) reduces to :
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Fig. 3-4-a: The physical origin of the circuit elements of the GaAs MESFET.
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Fig. 3-4-b: Equivalent circuit representation of the GaAs MESFET.
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Vpo(d-s)
fg - (34)

LEs

and equation (32) becomes :

gm = poNDaW(d-s)/L (35)

The transconductance, gm, is a nonlinear element. It is a func-

tion of the bias voltage as demonstrated by the small-signal scat-

tering-parameter measurements made by Willing et a7.[16].

3.4.2 : The Input Resistance :

Even today, it is not clear how to calculate the input or the

gate-to-channel resistance, Rin. Willing et a7416] measured Rin and

the input capacitance, Cin, verses VDS with different VGS values for a

particular transistor by using small-signal S-parameters. These meas-

urements demonstrate the nonlinear nature of these elements.

For a drain voltage between 1 and 4 volts, it is assumed that the

high field at the drain end of the gate is near the threshold that

characterizes the Gunn domain formation and this range is difficult to

model. For drain voltage higher than 3 volts, there is a proportional

relationship between the input conductance and capacitance. That is

the product of the input resistance and capacitance is about equal to

the transit time. The input resistance is given as :

7
R7n- (36)

Rin_fitx Cin

Where Rin_fit is a fitting constant used to fit the measured data.

OSUFET generates two values for Rin; one value is obtained by

ignoring the presence ( effect ) of the Gunn domain, where Rin-fit is
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set to one, and the second value accounts for the presence of the Gunn

domain.

3.4.3 : The Output Resistance :

The output resistance consists of three resistances in parallel,

the intrinsic output resistance, the resistance associated with the

leakage current, and the resistance associated with the substrate

injection current due to the presence of the Gunn domain.

The intrinsic output resistance is defined as :

"DS
Ro - (37)

VGS= constantHos

Statz et 0485] derived the analytic expression as :

2pViao nL2 Licosh(nL2/2a)
Ro - [ cosh( ) I] +

poNDEsaW 2a poNclaW(1-p)
(38)

But as mentioned before, Statz et al. neglected the conducting channel

thickness in region II. Neidert and Scott[18] considered this finite

thickness; they found that:

Ro = Rol Ro2 (39)

Where Rol is given by equation (38) with "a" replaced by (a-6), and :

2 irL2 nL2 wL2

Ro2- cosh( ) sinh( )] (40)
poNDW 2(a-6) 2(a-6) 2(a-6)

They reported, however, that almost all of the drain resistance cor-

rection comes from the substitution of (a -&) for "a" in equation (38).

When there is no region II, R02 disappears, L2 is zero, L1 is L,

"d" replaces "p", and :
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L

Ro (41)
poNDaW(1-d)

The second resistance is a shunting one, which is introduced to

account for the surface leakage, and the substrate leakage due to

overall higher conductivity and to the doping tail as described earli-

er. This is given as a fixed constant called, RSHUNT, in the program.

The third resistance is the one which is associated with the sub-

strate injection current around the Gunn domain. If the Gunn domain

can not form for any reason, this resistance is set to infinity. By

assuming that most of the drain voltage is dropped across the Gunn

domain, the substrate resistance can be obtained from the substrate

current as follows :

1 8Isub 2V0
Rsub ( )1

gsub BUDS 'sub

(42)

Finally, the output resistance is a nonlinear element as shown by

the measured data provided in [16).

3.4.4 : Gunn Domain; Resistance and Capacitance :

In addition to the effect of the Gunn domain on the input

capacitance and resistance, and the feedback capacitance, the Gunn

domain also has its own resistance and capacitance. Although these

terms are not by themselves dominant, the domain's effect on the three

terms, mentioned above, are much more significant.

The criteria for the existence of the Gunn domain are described

by Yamaguchi et 0490] as :
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if: a < Wth : No Gunn domain;

Wth < a < 2Wth : Stationary Gunn domain; (43)

a > 2Wth : Propagating Gunn domain.

Where "a" is the total active layer thickness, and

threshold width given by :

2E

Wth ( VBi VGS EthL )11/2
qND

"Wth" is the

(44)

Eth is the field at which velocity saturation begins.

In microwave MESFETs, the active layer thickness is normally not

sufficient for the domain propagation.

Besides Butcher[93,94], Shur and his co-worker have investigated

this area [15,84,92,95-100]. The details of their approach are not

repeated here.

The Gunn domain resistance is given by [84] :

Rdom =

Where,

8VDom

aisat

1.46 eVhom
1

VGs= constant DsW(a-a0) qJ(NDnc)3/

Ds : Diffusion coefficient at saturation.

ao : Depletion layer (under the gate) thickness.

ncr: Characteristic doping density. It is given by :

ncr = EgoEi /(qDs); [ For GaAs, ncr=3.1015 cm-3 ].

(45)

(46)

Ec : Characteristic value of the electric field. It depends on

the shape of v(E) curve. It is given by:

1

Ec = [ (v(E)-vs)dE]3/4 = [(Ep-Es)Ev/2] 4 (47)
go Es

vs : Saturation drift velocity.

Ev : Electric field of electron velocity saturation.
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E
P

Electric field at which the drift velocity reaches its

maximum value.

Es : Sustaining domain field = vsat /i0. (48)

Vdom: Domain voltage = 4.12-Dx4/(3(Eout-Es)2) (49)

Vdom = VDS (50)

Dx JE.KT/qND : Debye length.

K : Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature (K°).

Eout: The longitudinal field at drain end of the gate and the

junction between the channel and the substrate.

The measured data provided by Willing et al.[16] show the nonlinearity

of the Gunn domain resistance.

The domain capacitance

ndom

is given as [841:

qE
(51)Cdom= = 0.364 W (a-a0)(NpncrP ( )1

8Vdom VGs=constant Vdom

Again, Vdom . VDS

Odom= 0.728 (a-a0)(NDnor)4 (qEVdom)4 (52)

3.4.5 : The Input Capacitance :

The input capacitance, Cin, or the gate-to-channel capacitance is

a depletion region capacitance; it can be obtained as :

8Qtotal

avo VDS=costant

As mentioned before, Cin is not only a strong function of bias condi-

tions, but also its value is affected by the presence or absence of

the Gunn domain.

OSUFET calculates Cin, when the Gunn domain effect is neglected,

(53)
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by utilizing Pucel's equation [14]:

Cin = E Wfc(s,p,e) (54)

Where,

fc' fcl fc2 CF (55)

e = LEs/Vpo (56)

2L1 2p2(1..p)2 f2

fcl-
fl (")

[fg(
1 p

) s(1-s)] (57)

: represents the contribution of region I.

2L2 2pVpo 1112

fc2- fg+(1-2pfg)[ + tanh (58)
(a-8) (a-6)Escosh[nL2/2(a4)] 2(a-8)

: represents the contribution of region II.

CF: Constant represents the fringing capacitance. Since the frin-

ging capacitances between the electrodes are calculated

separately in our analysis, this term may be cancelled by

setting CF equal to zero in the program input.

fl and fg are as given in equations (8) and (34) respectively.

f2 = (2/3) (p3 - s3) (1/2) (p4 - s4) (59)

When region II does not exist, equation(55) reduces to :

fc = fcl CF (60)

With,
2L 2d2(1-d)2 + f2

fcl=
of

[
fg( 1 d

s(1-s)] (61)
i

Vpo(d-s)
fg - (62)

LEs

and "d" replaces "p" in fl and f2 equations.

The calculation for Cin, when the Gunn domain is taken in

account, follows the analysis of Shur[84]. In this case, the total
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positive charge under the gate is represented as :

Qtotal= Qg Qe Qdom (63)

Where Qg is the charge in the depletion area under the gate, Qe is the

charge of the extended depletion area beyond the gate toward the

drain, and Qdom is the charge of the high-field domain. See Fig. 3-5.

SOURCE GATE DRAIN

a -J

Fig. 3-5 : Conceptual charge arrangement for capacitance calculation.
(After Shur[84])

For small drain-to-source voltage :

LW eqt
Cin_0- [ 11

2.12- Vgi VGS

This is half of the well-known depletion layer capacitance.

For large drain voltage :

(64)

ND Vgai-VGS VBi-VGS
Cin= Cfit(2Cfn_0+1.46(PCDG)e.W(---)( )2(1- Li (65)

ncr VDS VDS

Where Cfit is a constant used in OSUFET to fit the measured data, and

PCDG is another numerical constant.

An interpolation routine has been provided in OSUFET to calculate

Cin when the drain voltage is between zero and half the pinch-off

voltage because the experimental data indicate that in this range nei-

ther equation (64) nor (65) predicts the capacitance value accurately.
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3.4.6 : Feedback Capacitance :

Pucel et a7.[14] suggested that the gate-to-drain capacitance is

a parasitic one; it is a fringing capacitance and does not depend on

the bias conditions. But the measured data(161 shows that this capaci-

tance is indeed a function of the bias voltages. For a common-source

MESFET model used in this study, the capacitance between the gate and

the drain consists of two parallel capacitances. The mutual (inter-

electrode) capacitance which depends on the geometry and the dielec-

tric constant of the substrate. It is a fringing capacitance and does

not depend on the potentials of the corresponding electrodes. The

second one is the feedback capacitance (Cfb). It represents the deple-

tion region capacitance part which is associated with the drain. This

capacitance is, of course, a bias condition function.

The model developed by Shur[84] to calculate Cfb is used here.

When drain-to-source voltage approaches zero, the depletion region

under the gate is symmetric, as shown in Fig. 3-6-a, and therefore;

Cfb = Cin_o (66)

Note that Cfb+Cfn_o is equal to the total capacitance of the depletion

layer. For large drain voltage, depleted region is shifted towards the

drain as shown in Fig. 3 -6 -b, and the capacitance is given as :

,

Cfb = 1.46(PCDG)E Wi(
VBi VGS

)(ND---)11 (67)

VDS ncr

Again, PCDG is the same fitting constant used in equation (65).

To get good agreement between the calculated and measured data,

the measured data have been used to interpolate between equations(66)

and (67) for VDS between zero and half the pinch-off voltage.
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a Depleted Region

Fig. 3-6-a: Symmetric depletion region under the gate when
the source and drain potentials are equal.

Depleted Region

Fig. 3-6-b: Asymmetric depletion layer because of the
difference in the drain and source potentials.

3.4.7 : Sidewall Capacitance :

The sidewall .capacitance, Csw, is the capacitance between the

gate and the source due to the extension of the depletion region from

under the gate in the direction of the source as shown in Fig. 3-7.

Measurements made by Willing et 0416], using C-V profiles and

the S-parameters indicate the existence of this capacitance. The ana-

lytical equations to calculate Csw have been reported in [18]. For a

depletion depth less than the full active layer thickness, the charge

depleted from the quarter circle adjacent to the gate is:
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10/41%.411/001///%03
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Fig. 3-7 : The physical origin of side-wall capacitance.

Qsw = ("2/4)00W (68)

Where "z" is the radius of the sidewall depletion area.

Applying Poisson's equation for an abrupt junction gives the

voltage as :

V=

Therefore,

CSW

When

z2qND

is larger

(69)

(70)

than the pinch-off

2E

the capacitance is :

wet,/dQsw

V.Vpo dVGS 2

the gate-to-source voltage

voltage, an approximation value is given by :

CSW = EWSi17-1[1(Vpo/VGS)J (71)
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3.5 : PARASITIC PARAMETERS :

The parasitic circuit elements are those external to the region

under the gate as shown in Fig. 3-8. These include the series source

and drain resistances, the fringing capacitances between the

electrodes, the self and mutual inductances, the electrode resistances

and self and pad capacitances.

Gate

CGS -Ext.

Dra 1 n V DS- Ext .

R

V
D_

r -----
INTRINSIC

V I
GI

/Iosi

:(UNDER THE
J
CATE)

Rs

Source Vs- Ext .

Fig. 3-8 : The parasitic circuit elements.

3.5.1 : Drain and Source Resistances :

The drain (source) resistance, Rd( Rs), is the resistance between

the drain (source) and the channel under the gate. It consists of con-

tact (or ohmic) resistance, Rco, and the active layer resistance, Rch:

Rd,s= Rco Rch (72)

The ohmic metal- semiconductor resistance expression derived by
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Berger[101], Murrmann and Widmann[102] and further simplified by

Fukui[17] is given by:

2.1

Rco = RI waq.54.66

The series active layer resistance is given as:

1.1 Ls

Rch (74)
Wa2N9-62

Here W(in mm units) is the gate width, N1 is the doping concentration

under the electrode, which is usually '7+, N2 is the doping density of

the active layer between the electrode and the gate. N1 and N2 are

both in 1016 cm-3 units. al( a2 ) is the active layer thickness under

the electrode ( between the gate and the electrode under consider-

ation); both al and a2 are in gm units. Ls is the separation between

the electrode and the gate in gm units.

If the active layer between a given electrode and the gate

consists of more than one region due to change in either the doping

level or the active layer thickness or both, then:

Rch = R2 + R3 R4 (75)

Where,

(73)

R7 =
1.1 Li

wa09.82
i = 2,3,4,... (76)

3.5.2 : Interelectrode ( Fringing ) Capacitances :

These are fixed capacitances. They are independent of bias volt-

ages, but depend on the device geometry, namely on electrode widths,

spacings between them, and the dielectric constant of the substrate.

These mutual capacitances are the fringing field capacitances.
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Pucel et a7.[14] suggested the use of Smythe theory[21] to calcu-

late the fringing capacitances, Cgs, Cgd and Cds. Both Pucel et al.

and Neidert and Scott[18] ignored the effect of the gate-line presence

in the drain-to-source capacitance, Cds, calculation and the effect

of the drain- (source-) line existance in the calculation of the gate-

to-source capacitance, Cgs ( or gate-to-drain capacitance, Cgd ). A

method of calculating the exact values of these capacitances using

conformal mapping technique has been developed and is discussed in

detail in chapter 4. OSUFET has the routines to calculate the exact

values of these capacitances.

3.5.3 : Electrode Inductances :

The self and mutual inductances per unit length of the transis-

tor's electrodes are obtained from

111 = [Cair]-1/vf (77)

Where v7 is the light velocity in the free space, and [Cair] is the

matrix consisting of self and mutual electrode capacitances per unit

length evaluated in a free space (or air).

3.5.4 : Electrode Resistances :

Over the band of frequencies, when the skin depth is larger than

one-half of the line's shorter dimension transverse to the wave

propagation direction (line length or thickness), the resistance is

given by the dc value and the current is almost uniform. At higher

frequencies, the resistance increases due to the skin depth and the
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corresponding corrections can be made as in [103]. Because the gate-

line is so narrow and long in-the direction of the wave propagation,

the resistance of this electrode is very large. The width of the other

two electrodes i.e., drain and source is much larger than that of the

of the gate; therefore, their resistances are smaller.

3.5.5 : Pad Capacitance :

The pad capacitance can be modeled as a parallel-plate capaci-

tance with a fringing term. It is approximated as[104]:

Cpad = ffE W /[2ln(H /B)] (78)

Where "B" is the electrode length and "H" is the semi-insulating

substrate thickness. However, in OSUFET, the empirical expression by

Higashisaka and Hasegawa[105] was implemented. The expression is

WB 0.92E[2(W+B)]

Cpad = 1.3 E (79)
H 1og10(10000.H)

Where W, B, and H are in cm units.

If the substrate is not very thin, this capacitance is very

small. The effect of the pad capacitance is more significant for gate-

line than for drain-line because the gate-pad is much wider than the

gate-line itself.

3.5.6 : Electrode-to-Ground Plane Capacitance :

This is a fringing field capacitance and it is considered in the

same manner as a pad. That is, the calculation of such a capacitance

is made by using equation (79).
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3.6 : THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION :

The elements of the equivalent small-signal model of a GaAs

MESFET were calculated for different bias conditions. The program

inputs are the process controlled ( geometrical and material ) para-

meters. Example of the device physical parameters and the results of

the calculated electrical parameters are shown in tables 3-1 and 3-2

respectively.

Finally, OSUFET seems to be a good design tool. The results

calculated by this program for nonlinear elements, which are sensitive

to bias conditions, are in good agreement with the measured data

obtained by Willing et al.[16].



Gate Length [WG 1=

Gate Width:[ See Results

DEVICE PARAMETERS

.400 um;

Section ];

Gate-to-Drain Saparation [DGL] = 4.000 um

Gate-to-Source Saparation [SGL] = 4.000 um

Source Width [SL ]= 150.00 um; Matalization Thickness [HGM] = 2.500 um

Drain Width [DL 1= 150.00 um; Substrate Thickness [ H 1 = 300.00 um

Gate Pad Width [GPW]= 50.00 um; Active Layerfunder gate) Thickness [A]= .125 um

Gate Pad Length [CPU= 50.00 um; Active Layer[under Sourse & Dr1Thick[A1]= .600 um

Temprature [TNOM]= 300.00 K; Layer between Gate & Source(Drain) [A21= .600 um

Doping Level [ CND ] = .2600E+18 Characteristic Doping Level For Gunn Domain[CNCR]=.2000E+16

Saturation 'Field [ ES ] = 3900.0000 Gate-to-Samiconductor Built in Voltage [VBI]= .800

Saturation Velocity [AVELSAT] = .2100E+08 Relative Dielectric Constant of GaAS [EPS]= 12.900

Low Field Mobility [F0] = 4500.0000 Multiplying Constant of CIN [with Gunn Dom} [CFIT]= 2.2200

Thermal resistance [RTH] = 60000.000 Fringing Term in CIN [with no Gunn Domain} [CF]= 1.560

Diffusion Coefficient [DIF] = 45.0000 High Field Diffusion Coefficient [BDIF]= 35.0000

Test Fixture Resistance [RTFXR]= 0.0000 Feedback Cap. Multiplying Constant [PCDG]= .3200

Dividing Constant of RIN [RINFIT]= 1.1300 Drain-to-Source Shunt Resistance [RSHUNT: Ohm/um]=.9000E+26

Substrate Current Mult. Cons.[AK]= .0000 Parasitic Resistance Multiplying Cons. EPARFJ= 1.0000

Area per um of Device width [DP] = 25.0000 Modifies Voltage drope in region II [CDR2]= 3.0000

Dopping Concentration under Source & Drain [ CND1 ] = .2000E+19;

Doping Conc. of Layer between Gate & Source(Drain) [CND2]= .2000E+19;

Resistivity of Gate & Drain lines material = .2214E-04 Ohm .mm

Table 3-1: The physical (geometrical and material) parameters of the GaAs MESFET.



OSUFET RESULTS
The followings are per 1000.0 microns ( Gate Width i.e., Device Length]. Obtained on : Thursday; Oct. 29,1987; 12235 Pm

Rg .1.06250 Ohms;

Cgs . .06059 pF;

Cgs=Cgd(Air]=.00872pF;

Rs . .17719 Ohms;

Cds = .16521 pF;

Cds[Air]=.02377PF;

Rd . .17719 Ohms; Cg-pad = .00972 pF; Cgd . .060590 pF;

Cs-g.p= .17181 pF; Cd-g.p . .17181 pF; rg =22.1400 rd ..05904

Lgg . .73600 nH; Ldd . .39500 rill; Lgd = Ldg = .19750 nH

VG VD Cur(mA) Gm(mmho) Rin(GD;NGD) Rout Cin(GDOGD) pF Cfb(pF) Cout Cdom:pF Rdom Csw(pF) Tau Pse Cgso Gann Dom.

0.0 1.0 368.659 264.602 0.000 2.6834 34.90 1.4013 .906480 .204379 1.62311 .016089 154.35 .007177 2.43246 .344892 Can Form

0.0 2.0 358.594 256.305 1.340 2.7674 86.96 1.6701 .913737 .129686 1.14771 .010232 601.51 .007177 2.52869 .344892 Can Form

0.0 3.0 348.091 248.239 1.378 2.8564 141.8 1.6852 .918901 .102509 .937101 .008107 1212.4 .007177 2.62475 .344892 Can Form

0.0 4.0 338.429 240.974 1.431 2.9424 199.3 1.6797 .922976 .087365 .811553 .006925 1950.3 .007177 2.71576 .344892 Can Form

0.0 5.0 329.658 234.452 1.483 3.0244 259.4 1.6714 .926382 .077386 .725875 .006146 2795.6 .007177 2.80180 .344892 Can Form

-1.0 1.0 166.527 192.799 0.000 3.5787 51.48 .12357 .659702 .281287 1.62311 .006740 411.22 .007177 2.36087 .229928 Can Form

-1.0 2.0 165.004 188.688 2.124 3.6337 115.9 1.0014 .661483 .184429 1.14771 .004421 1458.2 .007177 2.40363 .229928 Can Form

-1.0 3.0 163.868 185.460 1.916 3.6888 181.8 1.1297 .663146 .147156 .937101 .003529 2869.4 .007177 2.44623 .229928 Can Form

-1.0 4.0 162.216 182.250 1.894 3.7500 249.3 1.1638 .664387 .126018 .811553 .003023 4566.5 .007177 2.49142 .229928 Can Form

-1.0 5.0 160.410 179.186 1.913 3.8122 318.5 1.1735 .665399 .111964 .725875 .002687 6507.1 .007177 2.53663 .229928 Can Form

-2.0 1.0 2.774 99.108 0.000 6.4012 292.2 .99947 .487470 .334572 1.62311 .000281 10690. .007177 3.12041 .184352 Cant Form

-2.0 2.0 3.703 123.944 4.214 5.1331 356.0 .54710 .507532 .224026 1.14771 .000187 35731. .007177 2.60520 .184352 Cant Form

-2.0 3.0 4.568 140.178 2.615 4.6000 386.2 .82002 .526781 .179850 .937101 .000150 69282. .007177 2.42320 .184352 Cant Form

-2.0 4.0 5.377 150.505 2.282 4.3342 409.3 .90941 .540979 .154479 .811553 .000128 109666 .007177 2.34471 .184352 Cant Form

-2.0 5.0 6.141 156.585 2.161 4.1987 431.6 .94603 .550185 .137500 .725875 .000114 155964 .007177 2.31007 .184352 Cant Form

For VG . -3.0 V; VBI .= .8000 v, and VPO . 2 8493 v, The Device is Beyond Pinchoff 111

Table 3-2: The electrical parameters of the GaAs MESFET used. [calculated by OSUFET]



CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF COPLANAR STRIPS

4.1 : INTRODUCTION :
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Calculations of characteristic impedance and effective dielectric

constant of coplanar lines by conformal mapping techniques were

presented by Wen[22]. Conformal mapping had also been used by Lin to

calculate the resistance between two symmetric shallow collinear

contacts[23]. Wen also used this quasi-static analysis to analyze

coplanar waveguides(22J and directional couplers[106]. In all these

cases, the substrate thickness is assumed to be very large compared to

the spacing between strips ( slot widths ), and the strip thicknesses

are assumed to be negligibly small.

Although Wen reported that the substrate thickness becomes less

critical with higher relative dielectric constant, Davis et a7.1-24]

found that Wen's analysis is valid only when the substrate thickness

is at least twice the slot width. Davis extended Wen's analysis by

considering the finite thickness of the substrate. However, the

mapping of the free space on the other side of the substrate as an

ellipse inside the dielectric space results in an expression which is

not simple to solve analytically. In addition, attempts have been

made to include the effect of finite thickness of the substrate by

using relaxation[107] and Green function[108] methods. Veyres and

Hanna[109] and Hanna and Thebault[110] used an analytic function to

transform the finite thickness to an infinite one; but this function

maps the finite widths of the strips and slots into very wide ones,
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especially when the substrate is thin, and as a result, the capaci-

tance values become insensitive to any variation in the strip width.

The effect of the strip metalization thickness has also been

reported in a number of papers[25,26,111-116], where numerical methods

and empirical results obtained by curve fitting of these results have

been used.

With the growth in microwave integrated circuits in recent years,

the analysis of such circuits has become important. As a result, many

approximate expressions for capacitances between strips have been

presented in literature[25,111,117]. For symmetric and asymmetric two

strips, analytic expressions were obtained, and the required elliptic

integral of the first kind was given in an approximate form[118,119].

In order to estimate the interelectrode capacitances associated

with a GaAs MESFET structure, Neidert and Scott[18] adopted Puce7's

modification[14] of Smythe's method[21]. The modulus of the elliptic

function presented by Neidert is similar to that given by Kneppo[120].

Although the value of the capacitance of any adjacent two asymmetric

strips based on Kneppo's formula is exact in the absence of any other

strip, existence of a third strip disturbs the electric field distri-

bution and significantly modifies the results. The equation used to

evaluate the capacitance of adjacent asymmetric coplanar strips was

used to evaluate the drain-to-source capacitance. This equation

ignores the presence of the gate line between the other two electrodes

and the results become inaccurate.

In this analysis, we have studied the case of asymmetric two

strips, three strips, and the capacitive shielding effect by the
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central strip as well as the outer strip on the adjacent strips.

Closed form expressions which are compatible with the computer aided

design of such circuits have also been formulated by using basic curve

fitting techniques.

4.2 : CONFORMAL MAPPING METHOD :

4.2.1: Asymmetrical Two-Coplanar Strips :

This analysis is based on the idealized assumption that the

metallic strip conductors have zero thickness, the dielectric

substrate extends to infinity ( very large thickness compared to slot

widths ), and no other strips are present close to these two lines.

The structure of symmetric and asymmetric coplanar strips are shown in

Fig. 4-1.

Co i. W S W
r.

Co 1.6-- W2 --04

Fig. 4-1 : Two Coplanar Strips,
a : Symmetrical b : Asymmetrical

The simplest case of this structure is the symmetric one shown in

Fig. 4-1-a, which is solved with the help of Schwartz-Christoffel

transformation[23]; the capacitance per unit length of the coplanar

symmetric strips is given by :

K'(k) K'(k)
C = Eeff - (1 +Er)E0

K(k) 2K(k)
(1)
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Where Eeff is the effective dielectric constant of the structure.

K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.

k = Xi/X2 is the modulus of the complete elliptic integral. (2)

U(k)=K(e) and k'= 1 -k2 ; the co- modulus. (3)

The more general case is the case of asymmetric coplanar strips.

This structure can be transformed into a symmetric one by using the

transformation presented by Hanna[121] as shown in Fig. 4-2, where :

(5 /2)(1+aXi)

t,-

a -

Xi+a(S/2)2

WiW2+(5/2)(W1+W2)±[WiW2(S+Wi)(S+W2)]3/4

(S/2)2(W2-W1)

Co W S see Wz4.1 D S' D

-07647712 -t -t17cV t t2

W -PLANE T-PLANE

Fig. 4-2 : Transformation of an asymmetrical coplanar strips
structure into a symmetrical one.

It is clear that this transformation is not applicable when W1=W2. The

capacitance can be obtained by applying equation (1) with the new

dimensions in t-plane, i.e.,

t1 1 a(S/2)2+(S/2)+W2 W1 +(S/2)-a(S/2)2
k=

t2 t2 (S/2)[1+a(S/242)1 (S /2)[1- a(S /2 +W1)J

Notice that all values of t are normalized by t1.

The capacitance per unit length of the two asymmetric strips can

also be evaluated by applying Kneppo's equation directly[120] :

(6)
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K'(k)
C = (l +Er)Eo (7)

K(k)

S(W1+.542)
with, k = ( .71 (8)

(S41)(S42)

We have used an exact method to evaluate the complete and

incomplete elliptic integrals of the first kind as introduced by

Pearson[1223. The listings of FORTRAN routines are:

FUNCTION COMELPT(XIN)

C

C

C COMELPT calculates the complete elliptic integral of the first *
C

C kind; K(k). k = XIN : is the Modulus.
C

C

PI = ACOS(-1.0)

X = XIN

SU = 1.0

X1 = SQRT( 1.0 X*X )

I X = (1.0 X1) / (1.0 + X1)

XI = 2.0*SQRT(X1)/ (1.0 + X1)

SU = SU * ( 1.0 + X )

IF( X .GT. 0.0 ) GO TO 1

COMELPT = SU * PI /2.0

RETURN

END
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FUNCTION ELPTINC(PHI,ALPHA)

C

C

C ELPTINC calculates the incomplete elliptic integral of the *

C

C first kind; F( Phi, Alpha ). PHI and ALPHA are the angles in *
C

C radians
C

PI = ACOS(-1.0)

F = PHI

A = ALPHA

Xo = SIN(A)

X = Xo

Fa = 1.0

1 F = (F + ASIN( X*SIN(F) ) )/2.0

X = 2.0* SORT(X) / (1.0 + X)

Fa = Fa * X

IF( X .LT. 1.0) GO TO 1

ELPTINC = ALOG( TAN(( PI/2.0 + F)/2.0) )* SQRT(Fa/Xo)

RETURN

END

A very good numerical approximation of a complete elliptic integ-

gral was obtained by Smith[118]. It is given by:

K(k) = Ao + Alkx + A2ki ln(kx)( Bo+ Bikx + B2ki) (9)

Where, kx = 1-k2 (10)

and
Ao= 1.3862944 Bo= 0.5

Al= 0.1119723 B1= 0.1213478 (11)

A2= 0.0725296 B2= 0.0288729
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Shwartz-Christoffel Transformation of (Two) Asymmetrical-Strips :

Shwartz-Christoffel transformation is one of the most powerful

techniques which transform a certain geometry, whose characteristics

(impedance, capacitance, etc. ) are incalculable, into another one

where the characteristics can be calculated easily. "This transforma-

tion takes an arbitrary polygon in a W-plane into a series of segments

along the real axis in a Z-plane"[123]. The transformation can be

found by integrating the following equation[124]:

dw N -a i /7r

-

dz
Af (z-xi) (12)

i=1

Where, A is an arbitrary constant.

ai is an outer angle in radians, as in Fig. 4-3.

W-PLANE

U

Z-PLANE

Fig. 4-3: Shwartz-Christoffel Transformation.

x

If this transformation is applied to the asymmetrical coplanar

strips shown in Fig. 4-3-a, it will be transformed into a rectangular

form as in Fig. 4-3-b, where :
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Z-PLANE

0 Er CD

"a+j 13 -x2 t

a

+i

-xi x3
-

W-PLANE

Fig. 4-4 : Asymmetrical Coplanar Strips,
a: Z-Plane. b: W-Plane.

a = K(k0)/X2 (13-a)

p =C(k0)/X2 (13-b)

7 = F(490, 00)/X2 (13-c)

K(ko) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.

U(ko) = K(k6) and kO= (14)

F((p.,80) is the incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind as in

reference [125].

ko = Xi/X2 (15-a)

cp. = Sin-1(X341(1) (15 -b)

O. = Sin-1(ko) = Sin-1(X1 /X2) (15-c)

By mirroring the structure in Fig. 4-4-b about a-b line, the

capacitance of Fig. 4-5 becomes twice bigger than that of the original

structure.

The final structure shown in Fig.4-6-b represents a coplanar

waveguide with :

a = U(ki)/2t2 (16-a)

= K(ki)/t2 (16-b)
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1 V(ki)
7 [ F(W1,81)1 (16-c)

t2 2

Where,

Kt= ti/t2 (17-a)

k2= t3/t2 (17-b)

81= Cos-1(ki) = Cos-1(ti/t2) (17-c)

1 k kg
(pi= ( , (17-d)

k2 141

-a+j 213 a+J213

a

W-PLANE

a

a+j

C = 2C0

Fig. 4-5: Mirroring Fig.4-4-b about a-b line.

e !d

h

c (34.i2a

b f3+i(a-y)

-(3

a u

co
d e fghab c d

t3 -ti t t3/ t2t

Fig.4-6-a: Rotating Fig.4-5. Fig.4-6-b: Coplanar waveguide structure.



Eliminating a, $ and 1 gives :

K(k1) U(ko)
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(18)
U(ki) 2K(ko)

K' (k1) FN., 00)
F(cp1,01) [ 1 (19)

2 K(k0 )

Having ki and K(k1) from equation (18), and hence, F(4)1,01) and

01 from equation (19), (pi can be deduced. Therefore, k2 can be

obtained from equation (17-d) :

t3 ki
k2 - (20)

t2 11-(1-kg) Sin 2A91)

The capacitance of a coplanar waveguide is introduced in refer-

ence[22] as :

C = (1+Er) Eo
2K(k2)

K' (k2)

Since the capacitance of the coplanar waveguide shown in Fig. 4-6-b is

twice the capacitance of the original structure, the capacitance per

unit length of two asymmetric coplanar strips is :

K(k2)

(21)

C = (1+Er) eo
K' (k2)

4.2.2: Three Coplanar Strips :

(22)

The three-line structure to be analyzed is shown in Fig. 4-7.

Besides assuming a thick dielectric substrate and infinitesimally thin

metallic strips, the structure is assumed to be symmetric about the

midpoint of the central line. Because of this symmetry, the capaci-

tances [Cgs and CgdJ between the central strip and the outer ones are
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equal.

Even and odd modes of excitation can be used to analyze this

problem. In the even mode, the potentials of the outer strips are

equal in magnitude and are in phase (say, +1 volt) and the central

strip is grounded. The field lines from both sides are terminated on

the central strip and none of these lines cross over to the second

outer strip. The wall perpendicular to the central strip at the mid-

point is a magnetic wall and therefore, it is possible to break the

structure into two parts as shown in Fig. 4-8.

co S

-X-1/

/77
Z-PLANE

S W2 =Wd

Ws = Wd

Fig. 4-7 : Three Coplanar Strips Structure.

!

0
co

Z-PLANE

Fig. 4-8: Asymmetrical coplanar strips associated with even mode
capacitance.

As it is seen in this figure, only one -half of the central line is

considered in calculating Cgd; this explains the effect of a presence

of the third line or what we call a shielding effect. Therefore, the

value of Cgd is smaller than the one evaluated by applying Neidert's

or Pucel's formula, where the third line effect is ignored.
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Fig. 4-8 represents an asymmetric coupled two coplanar strip

problem similar to the one discussed in the previous section. The

even mode capacitance Cgd ( Cgs ) can be obtained by applying the same

techniques.

In the odd mode excitation, the potentials of the outer strips

are equal in magnitude but 1800 out of phase ( say, +1 and -1 volt );

the central line is assumed to be grounded. The electric field lines

are terminated on two strips, the central one as well as the second

outer strip, whose potential is negative.

By using Shwartz-Christoffel transformation, Fig. 4-7 is mapped

into Fig. 4-9, where a, $, 1, cpo, 00 and ko are as given in equations

(13-15).

4-9-a

shown

-a+n

Since in the odd mode

is an electrical wall,

in Fig. 4 -9 -b to study the

excitation,

either

problem.

the wall

half of the figure

a+i0

a-b shown in Fig.

can be used as

-a -1 a 0
Y a

W-PLANE W-PLANE

Fig. 4-9-a: W-plane Fig. 4-9-b:
The electric wall representation.

Applying the same technique used in the two asymmetric coplanar

strips case, mirroring, rotating,.and transforming, a coplanar wave-

guide structure is obtained with :

kl, $, col and 01 are as given in equations (16-17);



a = U(ki)/t2

1 = F(W1,81)/t2

Therefore,

K(k1) K'(ko)
- (24)

K'(k1) K(ko)

F(W1,01) F(W1,81)
(25)

K' (k1) K(ko)

Equation (24) leads to :

k1 = k6 and kJ = 1(0 (26)

K(ki) = U(ko) and K' (k1) = K(ko) (27)

81 = 80 (28)

and therefore,

F(cp1,01) = F(p0,90) (29)

which gives: wl = Wo (30)

Finally,
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(23-a)

(23-b)

k2-
t3 Cos[5in-1(X1/X2)]

t2 J 1-(X3/X2)2
(31)

and the odd-mode capacitance is found to be:

K(k2)

Codd = (1+Er) Eo (32)
K'(k2)

The capacitance between the outer strips is obtained from the two

capacitances associated with the even and odd modes of excitation and

is given by :

Cds =
Codd Ceven

2
(33)
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4.3 : CURVE FITTING METHODS :

4.3.1: Asymmetrical Coplanar Strips :

A closed form expression for the capacitance of asymmetrical

coplanar strips was derived based on curve fitting and is given by :

(l +Er) Ci+C2 Ci+C2
C -

2 2
( koj ]

2
]2 + k2./E71+ k3C1C2 ) (34)

Where, C1 is the capacitance of two symmetrical coplanar strips, of

width Wi and separated by S, evaluated in the free space.

C2 is the capacitance of two symmetrical coplanar strips, of

width W2 and separated by S, evaluated in the free space.

ko= 0.9695 k1= 0.08
(35)

k2= 0.02868 k3= 0.08 + Wrx7.6474x10-3

Wr = Max(W1,W2) / Min(W1,W2)

The above expression can be used to calculate the capacitance

between asymmetrical two-coplanar strips and is accurate to within

1.6% for the practical range of dimensions for strip and slot widths.

More details about the accuracy of this expression are presented in

the results section at the end of this chapter.

4.3.2: Three Coplanar Strips :

The presence of a central strip between two symmetrical coplanar

lines reduces the capacitance between these strips. As the width of

the central strip increases, the effect becomes more significant and

the capacitance becomes smaller. By using curve fitting, it is found
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that a closed form expression for the capacitance between the outer

strips Cds is given by :

Co -k1Wg5 -k2Wgn

Cds
2

e + e 3 (36)

Where, Co is the capacitance between two symmetric strips of width

Wdn and slot width 2S+Wg.

Wg Wd
Wgn Wdn (37)

2S + W
9

2S + W
9

2.11751
kl-

49457

k2= Ale
-B1Wdn

+
Ate-B2Wdn

+ A3e
-B3Wdn

Al= 0.20542

A2= 0.58190

A3= 1.25746

B1= 0.01098

82= 0.72609

83= 5.19427

(38)

(39)

(40)

The accuracy of this expression is within 3.8% as compared with

the exact results when Wgn is varied from 0.2 to 0.98 and Wdn varied

from 0.2 to 20.

Not only does the presence of a central strip affects the capaci-

tance between the outer strips, but also the existence of an adjacent

strip has some shielding effect on the capacitance between the neigh-

boring strips. For example, in the case of three-strip structure with

equal widths, it is found that :

C3 = C2(1-A) (41)

Where C3 is the capacitance between two adjacent strips in the

presence of a third one of the same width, located on either

side and separated from the nearest strip by the same spacing
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between these two adjacent strips.

C2 is the capacitance between two adjacent strips in the absence

of any other strips.

A = A1(W/S)
k1

- A2(W/S)
k2

(42)

Where,

k1= 0.232573 k2= 0.293035 (43-a)

and for W/S between 3. and 37.0 :

A1= 0.33642 and A2= 0.248667 ; (43-b)

Otherwise,

Ai= 0.390526 and A2= 0.288660 (43-c)

The percentage error in this numerical expression is less than

1.0% for W/S less than 57.5 and within 3.55% if W/S is less than 100.

However, applying equation (43 -b) alone for the entire range of W/S

results in a maximum error of 1.66% for W/S less than 1.0 and 0.87%

for W/S greater than 1.0 and up to 50. If equation (43-c) is applied

for the whole range, the maximum percentage error is 1.66% when W/S is

less than 2.0, less than 1.% if W/S is between 2.0 and 41.5, and

within 1.42% if W/S=50. The above results can be used to design inter-

digital structures used in photoconductive detectors[126].

Similarly, the capacitance Cgs ( or Cgd ) value is less than the

capacitance value of a similar structure without a third strip. There-

fore, a numerical correction can be made to obtain the correct value

of Cgs (Cgd) from the capacitance of asymmetric lines if a third strip

is present as shown in Fig. 4-7. The corrected value is found to be :

Cgs = Cgd = Cgso(1-6) (44)

Where Cgso is the capacitance between two asymmetric coplanar strips



of widths Wg and Ws and slot width S.

= Al(Wa/S)
-ki

- [A2(Wb/S)
k2

ln(Wb/S)]/(Wa/S),

Wa= Max(Wg,Ws) Wb= Nin(Wg,Ws)

A1= 0.101866 k1= 0.003704

A2= 0.008019 k2= 0.556532
}
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(45)

(46)

Comparing the calculated values of Cgs ( Cgd ) obtained by this

closed form expression with the exact results obtained by conformal

mapping method, the accuracy is within 5% when Wg/(2S+Wg) is varied

from 0.05 to 0.98 and Wd/(2S+Wg) varied from 0.2 to 20.

4.4 : EFFECT OF STRIP THICKNESS :

When the strip conductors are of finite thickness t, this,thick-

ness modifies the effective dielectric constants, the characteristic

impedance and the capacitance. Although Kaupp[127], Schwarzmann[128],

and Ross and Howes[129] show that the effective dielectric constant

increases with the strip thickness and become even greater than Er

[129], the theoretical analysis and experimental measurements[130]

confirm that the effective dielectric constant and the characteristic

impedance decrease with increasing the strip thickness. This is what

is expected because the fraction of the total energy propagating in

air increases with strip thickness, and as a result of that, the

effective dielectric constant should decrease with increasing thick-

ness.

The empirical correction terms to account for strip thickness are

presented by Bahl[26] and Gupta[25] in the following closed form



approximation:

We = W + x

Se = S K

x=

1.25t 471W 1

[ 1 + in ] for W/h < (49)
II t 2,r
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(47)

(48)

1.25t 2h 1

[ 1 + In ] for W/h >
w t 2ff

(50)

Where,

W and S are the actual strip and slot width respectively.

We and Se are the effective width of the strip and the slot respec-

tively.

h is the substrate thickness.

4.5 : THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS :

Calculation of the characteristics of coplanar strips requires a

good estimation of the capacitances associated with these strips. The

conformal mapping technique presented in this chapter is a very

powerful method, which can be applied to calculate the exact values of

these capacitances, and the resulting effective dielectric constant

and the characteristic impedances. However, the accuracy of this

method depends on the accuracy of calculating the complete and incom- .

plete elliptic integrals. As mentioned in the introduction, these

integrals can be evaluated by using an approximate expression. How-

ever, we have used analytical function to evaluate these integrals.

The results obtained by using these functions are in excellent
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agreement with those tabulated by Legendre in 1825022], but they are

off of those tabulated in reference 0253, which are obtained by

applying infinite series.

The analysis of three coplanar strips of finite dimensions which

is presented here for the first time, is important in numerous

applications in microwave circuits. This analysis shows that the

presence of a third strip between two coplanar strips or adjacent to

them decreases the capacitance between these two strips, and this

degradation in the capacitance depends on the width of the strip and

how far it is from the other two strips if not centered between them.

In other word, unless the potential of the two strips is the same and

the capacitance between them is zero, some of the electric field lines

end on the third strip. This is the shielding effect which is demon-

strated analytically and in numerical expressions.

Closed form expressions for these capacitances were also obtained

by using curve fitting procedures. Such expressions are useful in the

computer aided design of coplanar lines.

For the case of asymmetrical two-coplanar strips, the accuracy of

the closed form expression obtained is as follows :

The error is less than 0.92% for W1 /S = 1 and 0.3<(W2/S)<49.

For W1 /S = 5, the error is :

less than 1.% for 0.8<(W2/S)<35 (i.e., 0.16<(W2/W1)<7 ), and

less than 1.6% for 36<(W2/S)<100 (i.e., 7<(W2/W1)<20 ).

For WS = 10, the error is :

less than 1.% for 0.4<(W2/S)<58 (i.e., 0.04<(W2/W1)<5.8 ), and

less than 1.46% for 59<(W2/S)<100 ( i.e., 5.9<(W2/W1)<10 ).
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The results of the exact calculation and those obtained by applying

the closed form expression are plotted in Fig. 4-10 over the practical

range of applications.

For the three coplanar strips, Fig. 4-11 shows the capacitance

between the adjacent strips. The effect of the third neighboring

strip is clear. The percentage error associated with the CAD

expression (equations 44-46) is less than 5% in the worst case for the

ranges of dimensions shown in Fig. 4-11. The shielding effect becomes

even stronger when the third strip is centered between another two

symmetrical coplanar strips. Ignoring the effect of this strip as

approximated by the others[14,18J, gives a constant capacitance

whatever the width of the third strip as shown in Fig. 4-12. The

error in such approximation is very high. The closed-form expression

obtained ( equations 36-40 ) is accurate to within 3.8% for the dimen-

sions shown in the figure.

Fig. 4-13 represents a special case, where all three strips are

equal in width. In this figure the capacitance per unit length between

adjacent symmetrical strips is plotted as a function of strip to slot

widths ratio. The closed form expression used (equations 41-43 )

gives a percentage error of 1.% or less if W/S is less than 57.5, but

the error may increase to 3.55% if W/S increases to 100.0 as shown in

Fig. 4-13-a. In Fig. 4-13-b, equation (43 -b) was used for the entire

range of W/S shown in that figure. Comparing the calculated results

with those obtained by conformal mapping shows that the percentage

error is within 1.66% for W/S less than 1 and less than 0.87% for W/S

greater than 1 and up to 50. In Fig. 4-13-c, the numerical expression
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used is equation 41-43, excluding 42-b, i.e., equation 43-c was used

for the entire range of W/S. The percentage error of the calculated

capacitances as compared with the exact results is as follow :

a. Error is less than 1.66% for W/S less than 2.

b. Error is less than 1% for W/S greater than 2.0 but less than

41.5.

c. Error is less than 1.42% for W/S greater than 41.5 and up to

50.
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CHAPTER 5

TRAVELING-WAVE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR

5.1: INTRODUCTION :

The principle of the distributed amplifier is not a new idea. It

was first proposed by Percival in 1936[1]. However, the concept did

not go into widespread active use until 1948 when Ginzton et a7.[2]

published their analysis of cascaded amplifier. The first experimen-

tal results were reported shortly thereafter by Rudenberg and Kennedy

in 1949[3] and Horton et al. in 1950[131]. More detailed mathematical

theory was reported in 1953 by Payne[132]. At that time, thermionic

devices were used for active elements in realizing the distributed

amplifiers.

The three terminal solid-state devices now play a dominant role

in the design of cascaded traveling-wave amplifiers. Wahl[5] presen-

ted the distributed theory for microwave bipolar traveling-wave

transistors. Shackle[133], Meyer[134] and Roeshot[135] performed the

experimental study of the distributed effect in microwave Si-bipolar

transistors. Si-MOSFETs[6,136] and Si-MESFETs[7,137-139] were also

used to realize distributed amplifiers.

In 1967, Robson et a74140] reported the possibility of using

space charge waves (Gunn effect) to obtain amplification in an n-type

electrically long slab of GaAs. In recent years, GaAs MESFET ampli-

fiers have achieved a high level of maturity and their superlative

performance makes them suitable for high frequency broad-band appli-

cations including satellite communications. The obvious advantages of
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MESFET amplifiers are their light weight, small volume, low distortion

and low operating voltage which can be directly obtained from the main

power supply of the satellite. The increased demand for greater com-

munication bandwidth and radar applications, and the success in

applying the concept of distributed amplifiers to monolithic GaAs

MESFET[82,141-144], has inspired other work in the field.

The recent availability of high-quality semi-insulating GaAs and

sufficient GaAs processing maturity make distributed amplifiers using

GaAs MESFET's integrated with all the required passive components an

attractive circuit approach for ultra broad-band amplification.

The concept of distributed amplifiers is based on the idea of

separating the parasitic input and output capacitances of the active

devices by means of an artificial transmission line while adding their

transconductances. The parasitic capacitances of the distributed

transistors are combined with lumped inductors to form artificial

transmission lines, whose characteristic impedances are frequency

independent. This design appears to offer potential improved impedance

and gain characteristics over a broad frequency band when compared to

conventional cascade amplifiers, where the increase in the conductance

is compensated for by the corresponding increase in input and output

capacitances.

Before proceeding further, it is important to distinguish between

two categories of distributed amplifiers. The traveling-wave ampli-

fiers (TWA), where a number of discrete active devices are cascaded,

and the traveling-wave transistor (TWT), where only one long device is

used and the waves travel along the active lines. In the former case,
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the drain current associated with each transistor adds if they are in

phase. The phase velocity on both gate and drain lines in such cas-

caded amplifiers have to be synchronized for the current and the

signal to add along the lines.

In order to synchronize the velocities, various techniques have

been reported. Archer et 0[145] connected MOS chip capacitance to

the drain of each FET. Kim[146] used a series capacitor loading

shunted by a resistor in the gate electrode. Aysali et al.(147] used

discrete series capacitors to couple the active devices to the input

gate line with the dc-bias of the gate supplied by a separate line via

extra resistors. Other techniques include connecting the active

devices by transmission lines having suitable characteristic imped-

ances and lengths between transistors on the gate and drain sides [9,

52,148-150]. These lines are designed to provide the necessary ind-

uctance required to equalize the phase shift as they are combined with

the input or output capacitance of each single device. In addition,

Aysali et al.(8,151] and Christ et al.[152] have reported the use of

parallel-gate transmission lines with a single drain line, which has

been reported to yield better flatness of the gain curve.

Cascaded traveling-wave amplifiers discussed above are partic-

ularly suited to MMIC's ( Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits)

because the passive circuits predominantly consist of inductors or

transmission lines, which can be realized in microstrip form.

Discrete FET distributed amplifiers (TWA) can be designed to give

flat response up to nearly the cutoff frequency of the lines[147], and

they give higher gain[153]. Although the amplifiers of this set have
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been called distributed amplifiers for historical reasons, they are,

in fact, cascaded amplifiers since they are realized by cascading

discrete devices.

The second group of devices is the traveling-wave field-effect

transistors or simply, traveling-wave transistors (TWT). This device

is an electrically long structure and its operation depends on the

distributed interaction. However, unlike the conventional two-port FET

amplifier, this is a four-port device. The device length in the direc-

tion of wave propagation is usually much longer than the length of a

single device in TWA. The compensation required to equalize the phase

velocities of the input and output waves can be accomplished by adding

a capacitance onto the drain line either by direct overlays [10,11] or

by a novel image gate arrangement[12].

In both TWA and TWT the gain does not increase indefinitely

either with an increase in the gate width[6,139,154] or the number of

MESFETs in TWA case[57,145,155]. There is an optimum number of active

devices to be used in TWA depending on the gate width of each

individual transistor and optimum length (gate width) for TWT. These

limitations are not only due to signal attenuation along the gate

electrode, but also due to the difference in the propagation constants

of the waves on the gate and drain lines, unwanted reflections of the

waves due to imperfect impedance matching at both ends of each elec-

trode, and the possible drain-to-gate breakdown voltage. Fricke[156]

shows that this is not only relevant for long FET structures as used

for power amplification or for traveling-wave MESEFTs, but also for

electrically short transistors as long as the gate width is about an
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eighth of the wavelength.

It is well known that various mechanisms limit the power in

microwave distributed amplifiers[8,151]. These include :

a. A finite RF voltage swing that can be allowed on the input gate

line which is limited on the positive RF cycle by the forward

condition of the gate, and the negative cycle by the pinch-off

voltage of the device as shown in Fig. 5-1.

b. The maximum total gate periphery for a specific maximum

frequency of operation and given FET.

c. Drain-to-gate breakdown voltage. The drain electrode must be

able to sustain the amplitude of RF voltage swings.

Ti me

Fig. 5-1 : Maximum RF voltage swing allowed on the gate line.
(After Ayasli et al.[8])

Our objective is to conduct a comprehensive study of a traveling-

wave transistor (TWT), which have been a topic of continued interest.

in recent years[10,11,29,31,40,157-161], by applying rigorous coupled

distributed parameters theory. The first reports of wave propagation
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on FET structures were reported by Mclver(1965)[6], Kopp(1966)[139],

and Kohn and Landauer(1968)[138]. However, they a77 considered the ac-

tive coupling only which is due to the transistor's transconductance.

Since the passive coupling can not be neglected, Jutzi(1969)[7] took

the capacitive coupling between the electrodes into consideration, but

in order to simplify the analysis, no inductive coupling was included.

Fukuta[162] and Higashisaka[1551 considered the wave attenuatin of the

signal along the gate line and assumed that the drain is lossless.

Recently, Podgorsky and Wei[40] published their study which took into

account the inductive and capacitive coupling as well as the wave att-

enuation due to losses on both gate and drain lines.

In this chapter, the linear active coupled line analysis is

applied to an electrically long GaAs MESFET structure. Such structures

have many potential applications including harmonic generator and

traveling-wave amplifier devices [29,30,54,163,164]

Since the lossy elements ( gate- and drain-line resistances and

the channel resistance) and the parasitic capacitances or inductances

are not the only factors that limit the gain in TWT, all of the

different types of coupling between electrodes ( transconductive,

capacitive and inductive ), all of the other parasitic elements, and

the attenuation of both the input and output waves must be considered.

The properties of the TWT are derived based on the general theory of

active coupled transmission lines presented in chapter 2. All the

propagation constants, mode voltage and current ratios, and the

overall amplifier gain as a function of frequency are evaluated. To

achieve optimal gain-bandwidth product, TOUCHSTONE[27] was also used
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to simulate the circuit for optimizing the termination impedances and

determining the nature and values of the compensation element(s) which

need to be added to the input and/or output electrodes. More

importantly, TOUCHSTONE is used as a tool to validate the results

obtained by using the S-parameters matrix of the distributed parameter

TWT four-port.

5.2: THEORETICAL ANALYSIS :

The properties of the active coupled-line circuit representing

long GaAs MESFET structures can be obtained in terms of quasi-TEM

waves traveling along the electrodes transverse to the electron -drift

direction. The quasi-TEM assumption is valid since all transverse

dimensions are much smaller than the wavelength of the maximum

frequency of operation. This model of traveling-wave transistors is

best treated by the coupled-line analysis which considers all the

properties of wave propagation, such as passive coupling ( inductive

and capacitive) between all three electrodes (source, gate and drain),

active coupling by the charge-carrier drift in the channel, attenu-

ation of the waves along the input (gate) and output (drain) lines,

and reflection due to the mismatched impedances at both ends of each

electrode.

The general method of calculating the terminal characteristics of

uniform, asymmetric, active or passive coupled transmission lines in

an inhomogeneous medium is presented in detail in chapter 2.

For small sinusoidal signal, the voltages and currents on the

gate and drain lines of common source MESFET are given by the
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Where zjj and yjj (j=g,d) are the self series impedance and shunt

admittance of line g (:gate) or d (:drain) in the presence of line k

( k=g,d; k ,'j) per unit length of the line. zjk and yjk are the mutual

impedance and admittance per unit length, respectively.

If the source is not grounded, the MESFET structure can be

treated as an active symmetrical three coupled lines structure. For

which the series impedance matrix per unit length is given by :

[z] =

Zgg Zgd zgs

zdg zdd zds

Zsg zsd zss

Slgg +rg Slgd Slgs

Sldg Sldd+rd Slds

Slsg Slsd S7SS+rS

(2)

Where lmn=7nm and S=jw. (3)

The shunt admittance is

ygg Ygd Ygs

also 3x3 matrix.

1.Y.1 = Ydg Ydd Yds

ysg Ysd Yss

(4)

Note that, in general, ymn ynm
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The above system can be analyzed in the same manner as the

passive system[165].

The elements of this matrix, [y] are obtained from the admittance

matrix of the equivalent circuit of the GaAs MESFET shown in Fig.3-4-b

by terminal (node) suppression :

EY]

_
SE Cnd+CnsCin4CfbiCs0 -SCnd

-"Cgs
-SCw -"IC1n -"Cfb

-"C50
S(CledeCip+-1q

-ids 0 0

1 1-4C -SCds SEC +C 0:: )....-- 0 0
9s M m s

1 1_ _ 1x 4. 1..1 .1._ . .-sc- gm 0
ic 94 Rin % lin m Rin Po

-SC
1n

0 0

0

1 1 1 1
S(Cin4Cdan)+----4---

-(SCdon+ 117-' )Rin Rdan "am

1 1 1

-(gesettnewcr-mw) s(crecoad+gm-gM

These elements are found to be :

ygg = S(Cgs + Csw + Cin + Cfb + Cgd)

ygd = -SCgd - Ala

ygs = -SCgs r/a

ydg = -SCdg -

Ydd = S(Cd Cds Cgd) + (1/Rd) u/(R§a)

Yds = -SCds c/(RdRscr)

ysg = -SCgs - 111/0

ysd = -SCds - 0/(RdRsd)

Yss = S(Cgs Cds Cs) + (1/Rs) a/(Ria)

Where,

8 = (SCsw+ gm)(aSCsw+ 8SCin+ cSCfb) + SCin(13.5Csw+ 0SCin+KSCfb)

(6-a)

(6-b)

(6-c)

(6-d)

(6-e)

(6 -f)

(6-g)

(6-h)

(6-i)

+ (SCfb- gm)(OSCsw+ nSCin+ uSCfb)

A = S(OCsw + nCin + uCfb ) / Rd

(7-a)

(7-b)
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1 1 1 1 1 1

a = [SCsw+ + + ---][(SCin+ + Ydom)(SCfb+ +

Ro Rs Rin R in Ro Rd

1 Ydom 1 1

+ Ydom) Ydom(Ydom+ gm)] + [gm ---] I: + ---(SCfb+

Rin Ro Rin Ro

1

Ydom)]
Rd

1 1 1 1

[ ( Ydom+ gm) (SCin+ + Ydom)
Ro Rin Ro R

i
n

(7-c)

r = S(aCsw + ()Gin + cCfb ) / Rs (7-d)

A = [c(SCsw+ gm) + KSCin + u(SCfb- gm)] / Rd (7-e)

* = [a(SCsw+ gm) + /3SCfn + 0(SCfb- gm)] / Rs (7-f)

1 1 1

a = (SCin+ Ydom+ )(SCfb+ Ydom+ ) Ydom(Ydom+ gm)
Pin Ro Rd

(7-g)

1 1 1 1

gm)(SCfb+ Ydom+ )0 (Ydom+ gm) + (
Ro Rin Ro Rd

1 1 1

n Ydom( gm) + ---(scin Ydom+ )
kin Ro R in

Ydom 1 1 1

8 - + ---(SCfb lidom+ )
Ro Rin Ro Rd

(7-h)

(7-i)

(7-j)

1 1 1 1 1 1

0 = (SCsw+ + + ---)(SCfb Ydom+ ) (7-k)
Ro Rs Rin Ro Rd RS

1 1 1

71 = Ydom(scsw+ + + ----)

RinRo R R RRo s Rin

1 1 1

= (Ydom+ gm) + (SCin+ Ydom+ ----)
Pin Ro Rin

1 1 1 1 1

K ( gm) (Ydom+ )(gm, .SCsw+ + + )
R R-o 7 Rin R7n o s

(7,7)

(7-m)

(7-n)



and

1 1 1 1 1 1

= (SCsw+ + + )(SCin+ Ydom+ ) (

Rin Ro Rs Pin Rin Rin

Ydom = SCdom + (l/Rdom)
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The series impedance matrix per unit length of a common source

MESFET as derived from the equivalent model of Fig. 3 -4 -b is given by:

[z] =
S1

99
+ r

9

.51dg

Slgd

Sldd+ rd

and the admittance matrix is :

[y] =
Ygg Ygd

Ydg Ydd

The accuracy of the above

was checked by simulating the

(page 37) on SPICE for a wide

and comparing the admittances

obtained directly by using

frequency band.

The solution of the above

and
Vg,d(X) = vgo,doe

ig,d(x) = igo,doe

^IX

(8)

(9)

equations for the admittance parameters

equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3 -4 -b

range of frequencies from dc to 100 GHz

obtained by using SPICE with those

the above equations over the entire

equations (1:a-d) is of the form :

(10)

Where v (vd ) and igo(go o ido) are the amplitudes of the voltage and the

current on the gate (drain) line respectively and is the propagation

constant whose values can be found by solving the eigenvalue problem.

The source is taken to be the reference electrode and the two voltages
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(gate voltage and drain voltage) are with respect to the source volt-

age. The two eigenvalues represent the two orthogonal modes of the

system are defined as c- and it- for the co- and anti-mode.

The 4x4 impedance and admittance matrices of the four-port

circuit are obtained in terms of these normal mode parameters as

demonstrated in detail in chapter 2. The scattering parameters can be

calculated in terms of these admittance or impedance functions by

applying the well-known expressions :

S = [Zn-U][Yn+U.7-1 = Un+U.7-1[Zn-U]
and (12)

S = [U-Yn][U+Yn]-1 = [U+Yn]-1[U -Yn]

Where U is the identity matrix and Zn (Yn) is the impedance (admit-

tance) matrix of the four-port network normalized by the termination

impedances (admittances) :

(Zn)kl= Zkl / 17152T1 (Yn)k7= Ykl / 157(Yn

Where ZTm is the termination impedance of line m.

5.3: THE PROGRAM "FETGAIN" :

(13)

A FORTRAN program called FETGAIN was written to calculate the

gain of the distributed transistor or amplifier. The program uses the

element values per millimeter of the equivalent circuit of the GaAs

MESFET model and the termination impedances (admittances) to calculate

the gain of a specific device of a specific length. FETGAIN allows the

connection of series impedances and/or shunt admittances to any or all

four ports of the circuit. It also handles the traveling-wave ampli-

fier by allowing the cascading of as many MESFETs as wanted through

series impedances or parallel admittances for both gate and drain
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lines. In case of a traveling-wave transistor, the compensation

elements are distributed along the corresponding electrode. The trans-

conductance of an active MESFET is made frequency dependent and the

frequency at which its magnitude is down by 3 dB can be chosen. The

expression used is [27] :

-jwt

gm = gmo e /[1+ (if/f3dB)] (14)

Where gmo is the dc value of the MESFET transconductance.

5.4: EFFECTS OF THE TRANSISTOR'S ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS :

The performance of the distributed field-effect transistor is

mostly determined by the characteristics of the device which, in turn,

depend on the process controlled parameters (i.e., geometrical and

material parameters). Although some authors have reported that the

amplifier's performance is relatively insensitive to the circuit para-

meters[8,152], the measured data and our study show that the perfor-

mance is, indeed, quite sensitive to variations in these parameters.

The influence of the gate length and the channel thickness on

some of the circuit elements were investigated by Curtice[71], who

showed that as the gate (or the active channel) length decreases, the

current, pinch-off voltage and transconductance increase while the

input capacitance and output resistance decrease. The increase in the

pinch-off voltage due to the decrease in the active channel length is

attributed to the two-dimensional effects. Increasing the active

channel thickness increases the pinch-off voltage of the device which

increases the current monotonically but the transconductance increases
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slightly to a maximum value before falling down. The current gain cut-

cutoff frequency behaves in a similar manner as the transconductance.

Dean and Matarese[157] proposed a very thin layer to maximize the

frequency at which the maximum gain occurs. This, of course, is lim-

ited by the technology available and even if the gain is increased,

the pinch-off voltage decreases and, hence, the maximum voltage swing

allowed on the gate line decreases.

Law and Aithchison[150J suggested that the requirements for broad

bandwidth and gain flatness include low value of input resistance and

capacitance and high value of output resistance and transcondutance.

We have noticed that the output resistance and the device transcon-

ductance have a significant impact on the amplifier gain, and higher

values for both of them is desired. However, there is a trade off

between the device transconductance and the output resistance; any

attempt to increase one of them yields a reduction in the other.

The channel doping and the doping profile are also important

factors. Increasing the carrier concentration up to about 1016cm-3

gives higher current and, therefore, higher transconductance. The

mobility of the electrons in this range is decreasing slightly with an

increase in the doping level. However, as the doping is increased

further, the impurity scattering reduces the mobility substantially

and the expected increase in the drain current due to the increase in

carrier concentration is compensated for by the reduction in the drift

mobility of these carriers.

As the spacing between the gate and the drain (source) increases,

the fringing coupling capacitance between these two electrodes becomes
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smaller, but the active layer resistance Rd ( Rg ) becomes larger and

the voltage drop across these parasitic resistances becomes larger and

decreases the intrinsic drain-to-source voltage. As a result, the

current and the transistor's transconductance are reduced. Making the

drain and the source electrodes wider leads to a decrease in their

inductance and resistances, and to an increase in their self and

mutual capacitances.

From the above discussion, one can conclude that the improvement

of one or more of the circuit elements which might result in a higher

gain-bandwidth product, has a negative effect on other elements. This

means that there is an optimum value for each process controlled para-

meter. Since these parameters have a direct effect on all the circuit

elements, it is not possible to optimize one parameter for two or

three elements and ignore its effect on the other elements. Due to the

interaction between the circuit elements, an optimizer which is able

to calculate the optimum values of the process controlled parameters

for maximum gain-bandwidth product is needed. Unfortunately, such a

program has yet to be developed.

After many runs of FETGAIN, we came up with a device whose physi-

cal (geometrical and material) parameters are listed in table 3-1. The

values of these parameters do not, by any means, represent the optimum

values, but they do represent the best choice of parameter values we

have tried.

There is another factor which affects the gain drastically; it is

the resistance of the gate line along the direction of the wave propa-

gation. Since the gate dimension in the carriers flow direction is
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much smaller than that of the other two electrodes, the input signal

suffer a considerable attenuation as it propagates along the gate

line. It is desirable to reduce the gate electrode resistance to a

lowest possible value. However, since it is impossible to reduce the

gate line resistance to a negligible value, suggestions have been made

to reduce it. These suggestions include thicker metalization of the

gate line, and lines having T-shape or mushroom-type cross section.

The effect of the gate resistance on the gain of the field-effect

transistor is shown in Fig. 5-2.

The resistance of the output drain line is also important , but

because the drain has a larger cross section than the gate strip, its

resistance is smaller and has little effect on the gain.
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5.5: TOUCHSTONE OPTIMIZATION :

The termination impedances in the microwave circuits play a

significant role in the performance of the multiport circuits. The

backward signal due to the reflection at the far end of both the input

and output lines and the reflected forward signal at the sending

terminals reduce the efficiency of the amplifier by distorting the

propagating input and output waves. To avoid such reflections, a per-

fect match for the entire frequency range of operation between the

termination and the line is required. Amemiya(28] suggested the use of

T or w sections to terminate both the coupled lines simultaneously.

But Amemiya's equations are limited to the lossless transmission lines

and are not applicable to the general case where the losses and active

couplings are involved. For the case of lossy lines such that T or 7f

networks consist of frequency dependent coupled impedances and hence,

the perfect match over the entire frequency band is not possible.

The impedance matching is the first difficulty one faces in

designing such circuits. The other difficulty is the synchronization

of the wave velocities on the input and output lines so that the

interaction between the propagating waves is maximum. Since it is

difficult to calculate analytically the value of the compensation

element(s) required to equalize the phase velocities due to the

complexity of the model used, we have used computer simulation by

using TOUCHSTONE to obtain the optimum values of the required

compensation element(s) as well as estimating values of the

termination impedances. The other objective of using TOUCHSTONE is to

validate the results obtained by using the scattering parameters
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matrix of the distributed parameters structure.

The GaAs MESFET is simulated by cascading lumped element

sections. In doing so, an artificial active coupled line is formed in

a manner similar to simulating transmission lines by artificial LC

lines. It is found that as the number of the sections increases, the

simulation results become closer to those obtained by applying the

rigorous distributed parameters method which utilizes the S-parameters

matrix. However, as the number of lumped element sections increases,

the optimization time increases drastically. For optimization pur-

poses, a limited number of sections were used.

The device is simulated by using five sections of 300gm long

devices with the circuit elements shown in table 5-1. The values of

these elements were obtained by OSUFET program when the gate width is

300gm, Vgs = 0 and Vds = 5 volts. The GaAs MESFET model used is the

Circuit
Elements

Value Circuit
Elements

Value Circuit
Elements

Value

Rin 4.9450 Cin 0.50143 gm 70.336

Rout 864.80 Cout 0.187556 L
gg 0.22080

Rdom 9318.7 Cdom 0.001844 Ldd 0.11850

Rs 0.59063 Cgs 0.018180 Lgd= Ldg 0.05925

Rd 0.59063 Cgd 0.018180 Cg_g.p. 0 . 00972

rg 1.2 Csw 0.002153 Cfb 0.023216

rd 0.01771 Cds 0.049560 Cd_g.p. 0.06045

Table 5-1 : The circuit elements used in TOUCHSTONE simulation.
Gate width (device length) = 300. gm; capacitances in pF;
resistances in Ohms; inductances in nH; conductance in mS.
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model used in TOUCHSTONE. Since the TOUCHSTONE model does not contain

all the circuit elements contained in our complete model, they were

augmented by adding the missing elements.

Simulating the distributed MESFET by lumped element sections

using TOUCHSTONE helps the design process by trying different possi-

bilities for compensation elements. The five sections were connected

via series inductors, transmission lines, L-C T-sections, parallel

capacitors, and M-derived sections[593. After optimizing the circuit

in each case, it is found that the connection of the successive sec-

tions by series inductors gives higher gain as shown by the results

plotted in Fig. 5-3. For this case, the termination impedances were

found to be :
Zg_in = 21.80 Ohms;

Zg-our 21.80 Ohms;

Zd_in = 36.33 Ohms;

Zd-out' 72.657 Ohms.

Except the termination impedance of the input end of the drain line

( Zd_in ), these impedances are equal to the characteristic impedances

of the two lines at the higher end of the considered frequency band.

The line characteristic impedance is defined for this purpose as :

Zchar-k = I Zkk Ykk ( k = g,d : gate, drain ) (15)

It is found also that only one inductor having an inductance of

2.14 nH/mm has to be added to the drain line to synchronize the

velocities. The velocity of the propagating wave can be modified

either by varying the inductance or the capacitance of the line. The

drain capacitance was modified such that the velocity is the same as

the previous case with inductance compensation and the lines were

terminated by their new characteristic impedances. The results are

shown in Fig. 5-4. It is clear from this figure that the power gain
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is very close to that obtained by using the capacitance value obtained

by the optimization and very much different from the results obtained

by using inductive compensation as shown in Fig. 5-3. This means that

not only the velocities have to be equal, but also the characteristic

impedances of the two lines have their own effects on the gain.

Increasing the drain inductance increases the drain characteristic

impedance and reduces the phase velocity, while increasing its

capacitance decreases its characteristic impedance as well as the wave

velocity. In short, higher power gain requires equal velocities on

gate and drain lines and higher drain characteristic impedance.

Although the gain curve obtained by TOUCHSTONE optimization is

not flat because the device was simulated with relatively small number

of sections, distributing the compensation element(s) i. e., the

inductance and capacitance along the drain line gives better results

as shown in Fig.5-5. As it can be seen in Fig.5-5-a, the phase veloc-

ities on the drain line using capacitive and inductive compensations

are extremely close and both are very close to the phase velocity on

the gate line. But the power gain obtained by using capacitive compen-

sation is much smaller than obtained by utilizing inductive one as

shown in Fig. 5-5-b.

5.6: THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS :

Using the circuit elements ( per 'millimeter along the electrodes

transverse to the electron-drift direction ) as given in table 3-2,

and the termination impedances and the compensation drain inductance

obtained by TOUCHSTONE, the distributed MESFET power gain is improved
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substantially as shown in Fig. 5-6. The gain obtained by adding

distributed inductance along the drain line is higher than both the

gain obtained for asynchronized wave velocities and the one obtained

by introducing the same inductance as lumped elements at specific

points along the output electrode. The gain obtained is about 12 dB

at 1 GHz and about 1.2 dB at 40 GHz.

Fig. 5-5-a shows the effect of the compensation element on the

normalized wave velocities on the gate and drain lines, where the

velocity on the drain line is reduced by the extra inductance such

that it becomes very close to the wave velocity on the gate line. The

phase or wave velocities are normalized by the velocity of light in

free space and calculated from :

vk = w/fik = 211/Imag.trY kk-7-kk ); (k = gate, drain) (16)

where w is the angular frequency, fik is the phase constant of line k,

and Zkk (Ykk) is the self impedance (admittance) per unit length of

line k.

Synchronization of the velocities has the most important effect

on the power gain of the GaAs MESFET amplifier, because in this case

the current adds up in phase along the output line. However, the

added inductance has an opposite effect on the characteristic imped-

ance of the drain line. As shown in Fig. 5-7, the magnitude of the

drain characteristic impedance increases with compensation and the

difference between the magnitudes of the gate and drain characteristic

impedances becomes greater than before. This means that the higher

gain is achieved with higher drain characteristic impedance. Because

this difference in the line impedances, the termination impedances of
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the two lines are also different. Nevertheless, no effect was noticed

in the phase of the line characteristic impedance. The effect of the

inductive compensation distributed along the drain electrode on the

real and imaginary parts of the drain characteristic impedance is

shown in Fig. 5-8. The line characteristic impedance is calculated by

applying equation (15). Since the impedance is defined for a single

line, i.e., in the absence of any other lines or couplings, the gate

line is not affected by distributing an inductance along the drain

line.

The synchronization of the phase velocities has a similar effect

on the phase constant of the two lines as shown in Fig. 5-9. This is

what is expected, because the phase constant and the phase velocity

are related to each other. But the effect on the attenuation constant

is minor as shown Fig. 5-10, where a small increase can be noticed in

the drain attenuation constant due to the extra drain inductance.

Equalizing the phase velocities of the input and output waves

along the gate and drain electrodes of the GaAs MESFET distributed

amplifier affects the characteristics of the two modes of propagation

i.e., the c-mode and the it -mode. For example, the c-mode phase cons-

tant increases and becomes close to the it -mode phase constant as seen

in Fig. 5-11. The effect on the attenuation constants of the two modes

is shown in Fig. 5-12. The two mode propagation constants (attenuation

and phase) are calculated by applying equation 6 of chapter 2.

When the line characteristic impedances are obtained from the

impedances of these lines for the two modes of propagation as :

Zchar-k = I Zck Zink ( k = g,d ), (17)
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The impedance of both lines are affected by the compensation element

due to the interaction coupling between them. Although the magnitude

of the characteristic impedance of the gate line is increased sharply

at low frequency, its final value at 40 GHz is about twice its origi-

nal value before the velocity equalization. However, the magnitude of

the characteristic impedance of the drain line is increased by a

factor of four. The effect on the magnitude and phase of these imped-

ances is shown in Fig. 5-13-a. As it can be seen in Fig.5-13-b, where

the impedances are plotted as a function of the frequency, the maximum

or most of the effect comes from the real part of the impedances.

Finally, the synchronization effect on both voltage and current

ratios of the two lines associated with the two modes of propagation

is shown in Fig. 5-14 and Fig. 5-15.

In conclusion, the general normal mode analysis has proven to be

very useful in the study of distributed parameter devices such as

traveling-wave transistors. The higher power gain for a wide

microwave frequency bands requires both the synchronization of the

phase velocities on the gate and drain electrodes and higher output

line characteristic impedance. A gain of more than 3 dB was achieved

and maintained for frequencies up to 34 GHz. This could make the

device useful for many applications through the millimeter-wave

frequencies.
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CHAPTER 6

SMALL-SIGNAL AND QUASI HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF COUPLED SCHOTTKY LINES

6.1 : INTRODUCTION :

The analysis of active and passive coupled distributed parameter

systems has been a topic of continued interest because of its appli-

cation in a wide range of useful circuits and systems. Examples

include : electromagnetic couplers such as microwave and optical

directional couplers[13,117,166-170], multimode and multiconductor

transmission systems including VLSI interconnects [171-174], distri-

buted parametric amplifiers and harmonic generators [29,30,175], and

Traveling-Wave Field-Effect Transistors[10,31,138,139,153].

One of the important techniques used to study these systems is

the coupled mode theory. Much of the previous work on the coupled

mode theory has been focused on lossless linear systems and nonlinear

transmission lines have been studied for special cases such as

harmonic generation and parametric mixing[176]. Our study covers the

case of a coupled lossy nonlinear system.

The system to be analyzed consists of two- lossy, identical

uniformly coupled transmission lines, having uniformly distributed

nonlinear capacitances. The nonlinearity of these capacitances may be

attributed to either the nonlinearity of the dielectric medium or to

the voltage dependence of the depletion-layer capacitance of Schottky

lines. The effect of the nonlinearity of Schottky junction on the

properties of microstrip lines has been studied by Jager[177-180].

The nonlinearity in both cases considered here is assumed to be small

enough such that the quasi-harmonic analysis can be applied. In this
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analysis, a nonlinear element is substituted by a linear element the

magnitude of which depends upon the amplitude of excitation. It is

assumed that the excitation is sinusoidal and the approximate response

is taken to be the component of the actual response which has the same

frequency and phase[181]. This procedure is also called the equi-

valent linearization procedure of Kryloff and Bogoliuboff[182].

The two coupled nonlinear transmission lines are excited by

applying the signal to the input end of one of the two lines. The

voltage ( power ) as a function of the position along the lines is

analytically determined. It is assumed that the lines are semi-

infinite in the direction of the wave propagation so that backward

wave propagation is not present.

The identical coupled Schottky lines are analyzed by utilizing a

linearized model for possible applications as voltage tunable

circuits. Although it is possible to apply any dc-bias to the system,

the same voltage must be applied to both lines if we want them to have

the same depletion-layer capacitance and keep them identical. For

this case, the circuits considered consist of finite length and

the backward waves are included in the analysis. The scattering

parameters are calculated for this four-port network as a function of

frequency, dc-bias voltage and the line length.

For the case of a nonlinear dielectric substrate, the linear part

of the self and mutual capacitances are calculated by the technique

developed by Lee and Tripathi[183-185] using CPWNG, the computer

program developed at OSU to compute the quasi-TEN parameters of

general single asymmetrical and multiple coupled coplanar waveguide
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structures with finite dielectric thickness and without a ground

plane. The same method is used to calculate the self and mutual

interelectrode capacitances of the nonlinear Schottky lines. The

linear part of the overall self capacitance is formed by a sum of two

terms, the self interelectrode capacitance and the Schottky junction

capacitance.

In general, the nonlinear capacitance can be a function of space

and time as in the case of Traveling-Wave MESFETs(29,30] and distri-

buted parametric amplifiers[175]. In these cases the effect of the

higher order time-dependent terms are important. For the quasi-

harmonic analysis to be applicable, the effective linearization has to

be made such that the capacitance becomes time-independent and the

higher harmonics become negligible. In our study, the type of the

capacitance used is the same type as described by Scott[181J.

6.2 : THEORETICAL ANALYSIS :

The system of two identical transmission lines to be analyzed is

shown in Fig.(6-1)-(6-3).

The self and mutual inductance L and Lm, the metalization

resistance R, and the conductance G all are linear elements. The self

capacitance Ceq 'is, in general, a nonlinear element. It consists of

two parts, the linear part, which is independent of the signal

( ac-excitation ) and a nonlinear part, which is excitation dependent.

The former represents the self electrode capacitance and the

depletion-layer capacitance for the case of Schottky lines. The
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nonlinear part represents the variation in the depletion-layer capaci-

tance due to the ac-excitation. If the medium is nonlinear, so is the

mutual capacitance. All the circuit elements are normalized per unit

length of the line.

The analysis of the identical nonlinearly coupled transmission

lines presented here consists of two parts, the linearized model of

Schottky lines and a quasi-harmonic analysis of the nonlinear model.

W,k---s2

Fig.6-1: Two-identical coupled transmission lines; Overview.

Xr.0

:0
LINE 1

LINE 2
x

Fig. 6-2: Coupled transmission lines.

xqI

iC)

ZT3 Z4
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Fig. 6-3: The equivalent circuit of the identical coupled
transmission lines.

6.2.1 : Linear Analysis of Coupled Schottky Lines :

In a linear analysis of Schottky lines, the signal amplitude is

assumed to be much smaller than the net sum of the built-in voltage

and the dc-bias such that its effect on the depletion-layer capaci-

tance is negligible. Therefore, the self capacitance of each line is

assumed to be a linear element, but the Schottky junction capacitance

is still a function of the dc-bias. This dependence on dc-bias makes

the structure useful for applications in voltage tunable and switching

circuits. The linear active coupled line analysis developed in chapter

2 is applied to this linearized model in a similar manner as in the

case of the MESFET structure described in chapter 5 but without active
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coupling. The structure is assumed to be finite in length and the four

ports are terminated by proper termination impedances. The power at

each port is calculated from the scattering parameters at these ports.

Both co- and contra directional couplers can be designed by using

coupled Schottky lines since the even and odd mode phase velocities

are not equal. For a given dc-bias and length, the system can be

described as a co- or contra-directional coupler depending upon the

values of the line constants. In a codirectional coupler the forward

wave on one line couples with the forward waves on the other line,

while the backward wave couples with the backward waves[166J. This is

seen to occur when the capacitive and inductive factors of the

coupling are equal (i.e., kc =kl). The coupling factors are defined as:

Cm Lm
kc - and kl -

TZ117-22

(1)

Where Cji(Lij) is the shunt self capacitance (series self inductance)

per unit length of line j in the presence of line i, and Cm(Lm) is the

mutual capacitance (inductance) per unit length. If kc = kl , the

situation is referred to as contra-directional coupler.

Since the two lines considered here are identical,

kc = Cm /C and k1 = Lm /L (2)

Where,

C = CII = C22 and L = L11 = L22

For kc = 1k11, Cdp= (Cm/Lm) xL Celectrode (3)

Where Cdp is the depletion region capacitance of Schottky junction and

Celectrode is the electrode self capacitance of the line excluding

Cdp. Obtaining the junction capacitance from equation (3), the dc-bias

required to achieve this value can be calculated from the depletion-
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layer capacitance equation, i.e., Cdp = W [ 13/4

2(VBf -1-Vdc-bias)

When the lines are terminated by the characteristic termination

impedance, port 3 is completely isolated and the power is transferred

to port 2 or port 4. Thus, the terminating impedance used for a

contra-directional coupler is given by :

Zchar.= Zeven Zodd (4)

Generally, kc ki and the system behaves as a non-ideal

directional coupler. If the lines are terminated by their own

characteristic impedances, the structure can be designed to act as a

codirectional coupler, i.e., the power is transferred back and forth

between the two lines as we change the line length. A small fraction

of the reflected power on both lines appear on the sending ports due

to the imperfect match at ports 3 and 4. The reflected waves are

coupled and interact with the waves moving in the opposite direction

as well.

For a given structure, the inductance matrix is independent of

the voltage applied to the Schottky lines. However, the self

capacitance of these lines depends on the applied voltage through the

junction capacitance where the variation is quite large when the net

sum of the bias voltage and the built -in voltage is small (as shown in

Fig. 6-4). By utilizing the dependence of the self capacitance on the

voltage applied to the Schottky lines, the capacitive coupling factor

can be modified accordingly. This feature can be used to design

electronic switches.

Using the coupled mode theory, it is found that the normal mode



propagation constant of the coupled waves is in the form [168],

fi = tifion±.6

Where,

fig +

flo= S1S2k1kc 14
2

6 = [ 1 - (

fig6
)(1-14)(1-4)34 (7)

Po
a4

and

fii= w 17--ildiT ( i=1,2 ) (8)

For identical lines, Si = 82 = P ,

So= S 1 klkc (9)
and

6 = [1-(0/00)4(1-k3)(1-4)1 (10)

Louisell[175] defined the normal mode propagation constants of

of the codirectional coupler as :

11,2= -j(fla±0b) (11)

Where,

Oa= (0102) /2 (12)

fle ES§ IC121214 (13)

Pd= (01-02) /2 (14)

and C12 is the mutual coupling coefficient.

For identical lines, 71,2= -j(8± IC121) (15)

Furthermore, if the medium surrounding the identical conductors is

homogeneous, and for the even mode of excitation, k1= kexr C12 =0 and-= -12=- -n-

equations(5) and (11) reduce to : y= ±0 and 71= -0 respectively.

Therefore, the negative root of Krage and Haddad ( equation (5)) must

be chosen to match the propagation constants as defined by Louisell

(equation (11)) :

flo 11-7±6 =fl± IC121 (16)
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(5)

(6)



The two solutions have to be satisfied simultaneously, i.e.,

flo .F17717Ir = 0 IC121

AO = 1C121

Subtracting equation (17) from (18) gives :

10121 =(Q0/2)(.117FT )
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(17)

(18)

(19)

The solution for the power on the two lines as a function of the

position along the lines is given 0[175] :

P1(x) = P1(0) cos2( IC121x) (20-a)

P2(x) = P1(0) sin2(I C121x) (20 -b)

Where P1(0) is the input power in line 1 and 1C121 is the coupling

coefficient. Note that no signal power is applied at the input end of

line 2.

It is seen from the above equations that a complete power trans-

fer from the first line to the second line takes place when :

x = n/(21C121)

If for Vdc = V1 , C12(V=V1)1 is chosen to be nw/2, where n is an odd

integer number, the condition for complete power transfer is given by:

C12(V=V2) = C12 (V=Vi) ± w/(21) (21)

In this case, when the dc-bias switched from V1 to V2, the power is

transferred from line 2 to line 1 at x=7 and vice versa. On the other

hand, if C12(V=V1)1 is chosen to be un, where n is an integer (even or

odd) number, C12(V=V2) is still given by equation(21), but switching

the dc-bias from V1 to V2 switches the power from line 1 to line 2 at

x = 1.
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6.2.2 : Nonlinear Quasi-Harmonic Analysis :

According to the equivalent linearization procedure of Kryloff

and Bogoliuboff[182], the nonlinear element can be replaced by a

linear element whose magnitude depends upon the excitation amplitude,

where the excitation is assumed to be sinusoidal and the approximate

response is taken to be the component of the actual response which has

the same frequency and phase. As described by Scott(181 ], this

method is also useful in dealing with nonlinear energy storage

elements. For a nonlinear capacitance, it is usually possible to

specify the charge as a single valued function of the terminal

voltage: Q = Q(v) (22)

Where v is the total voltage (dc-bias and ac-signal).

If the excitation voltage is sinusoidal of the form given by :

v(t) signal= V cos(wt), (23)

the charge is expected to be an even periodic function with a freq-

uency equal to w. Therefore, we can express the charge as a Fourier

cosine series;

Q(t)= Q0 + Q1cos (wt) +Q2cos(2wt) +Q3cos(3wt)+

To use the quasi-harmonic analysis appropriately,

with respect to the other coefficients and therefore,

(24)

Qi must be large

Q(t) = Qicos(wt) (25)

Qi can be evaluated as:

1

Q(V.cos0) cosOdO ;

o

0 = wt (26)Ql=

dQ
Since (27)i = - - w Ql sin(wt)

dt



and for an equivalent time-independent capacitance

would be :
dv

i Ceq

Ceq,
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the current

(28)= - wCese sin(wt)
dt

Combining equations (26),(27) and (28) :

1
2ff

Q(V.cosO) cosOdO
0

(29)Ceq -
irV

However, if Q(v) is described by the Taylor's series :

03

Q(v) = E anvn = a0 + alv + a2v2+ a3v3+ a4v4+
n=0

(30)

only the odd terms will contribute to the integral of equation (29),

and the equivalent capacitance Ceq would be:

V2 1/4

Ceq = al+ 3a3 + 5a5 + (31)
4 8

If the signal amplitude is not sufficiently large, only the first two

terms will contribute to Ceq and equation (31) becomes :

Ceq = al + 3a3V2/4 (32)

This equation represents two parallel capacitances; the first term on

the right-hand side represents a linear capacitance, while the second

term represents a nonlinear capacitance which depends on the square of

the excitation voltage amplitude.

The field-strength dependence of the dielectric constant of some

materials, such as BaTiO3 ceramic, makes these materials useful for

many applications such as dielectric amplifiers, modulators, memory

devices and for the tuning circuits because it permits the control of

the nonlinear dielectric properties by applying auxiliary fields[186].

Since the deviations from the linearity are usually very small,
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the nonlinear effect can be represented by expanding the dielectric

constants in a power series in field quantities, such as the electric

field[1871. For the case of coupled transmission lines on a nonlinear

dielectric substrate, it is assumed that the dielectric constant of

the material depends on the square of the signal amplitude. Therefore,

we can write :

Ceq = Co (1+aV2) (33)

Comparing equation (33) with (32) gives: a=3a3/4. Hence, the nonlinear

part is given by :

Cn = aCoV2 = CNV2 (34-a)
and,

Ceq = Co+ CNV2 (34-b)

Where Co is the linear part of the capacitance (self or mutual).

For the case of Schottky lines,

v(t)= v-dc-bias+ Vsignal= Vdc-bi as+ V.cos(wt) (35)

From equation (30),

dQ(v)/dv = al + 2a2v + 3a3v2 + 4a4v3 + (36)

al represents the Schottky junction capacitance, which is a result of

the dc-bias only and independent of the sinusoidal excitation.

Since equations (27)-(30) are still valid, 420 represents the

charge corresponding to the dc-conditions. To evaluate a3, recall that

the expansion of any function f(x) around x=a, using Taylor's series,

is given by :

f'(a)x(x-a) f"(a)x(x-a)2 f"'(a)x(x-a)3
f(x)=f(a) + +... (37)

1! 2! 3!

Comparing this equation with equation(30), where the expansion of Q(v)

is taken around v = v-dc , gives
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x -a = v-Vdc = Vsi gnal(t) = V cos(w0' (38)

and a3 = f"/(a)/6 = (2/"(Vdc)/5 (39)

Since the instantaneous charge per unit length of Schottky line capa-

citance Ceq_ ins(v) equals to Ce,q insxv, where v is the instantaneous

voltage ( ac and dc ) across the capacitance,

E ND
Q(v)= v W[

CI

2(Vgi + v)

a3 follows from this equation as :

(40)

Cdp Vdc
a3 - [ 3 2.5 (41)

8(181 + Vdc) VBi + Vdc

Where Cdp is the Schottky junction capacitance per unit length of the

line, which depends on the dc-bias only. Hence, the nonlinear part of

the capacitance can be expressed as :

3 W V2 qE ND
Cn - [ ] - CNV2 (42)

32(Vgi+Vdc) 2(Vgi+Vdc)
11

2(VBi+Vdc)

5Vdc

with, Ceq= Ce+CNV2 as stated in equation (34-b), W is the line width,

q is the electronic charge, ND is the substrate doping level, E is the

permittivity of the substrate material and Vgi is the built-in voltage

of the Schottky barrier.

After the type of a nonlinear shunt capacitance has been

specified, the equations that characterize the system can be stated.

Using Kirchhoff's law under steady-state condition and assuming that

the quasi-harmonic analysis is applicable and the time-dependence is

given by exp(jwt), the voltage and current equations for the two

identical uniformly coupled transmission lines are given by :
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dVl
- -(R+ja)I1 (43-a)

dx

dIgi
- (G+jwC0)111 -jwCm(Vi-V2) -jwCnVi -jwCmn(Vi-V2) (43-6)

dx

dV2

dx

dI2

dx

- -(R+AL)I2 -jam(I2+1.1) (43-c)

- (G+jwC0)V2 -jwCm(V241) -jo.)CnV2 -jwCmn(V2-1/1) (43-d)

Where Cmn is the nonlinear part of the mutual capacitance of the non-

linear substrate medium. For Schottky lines, Cmn=0.

To solve these coupled differential equations, we define :

Vo ' Vodd = V1 V2 (44-a)

10 ' 'odd = I1 12 (44 -b)

Ve ' Veven= V1 + V2 (44-c)

Ie = 'even= 12 (44-d)

Differentiation of equations (44) with respect to the distance 'x'

gives :

dVo

dx

dIo

- [R+ja]T0 -A110 (45-a)

- -[G+jw(C0+2Cm+Cn+2Cmn)]Vo s -(811-jwCn)V0
dx

dVe

dx

dIe

dx

- p+jw(L+2Lm)]Ie

- -EG-I-jw(Co+Cn)]Ve

-A2Ie

(45 -b)

(45-c)

-(82+ACn)Ve (45-d)

In even mode excitation, the voltages on the two lines are equal
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in magnitude and phase, i.e., V1= V2 ; but in odd mode, the voltages

are 180° out of phase, i.e., V2= V1 . Therefore,

Vi = VI + V + 2V1V2 = 4Vq (46-a)

vg = vg 2V1V2 = 0 (46-b)

From equation (46), Cn for the even mode is given by:

Cn-even = CNVi = CNV = CNV/4. (47-a)

and for the odd mode :

Cn-odd = Cmn-odd = 0 (47 -b)

Where CN is independent of the excitation.

Now, it is possible to rewrite equations (24) as :

dVo
- Ago (48-a)

dx

dIo
- -81110 (48-b)

dx

dVe
- A2Ie (48-c)

dx

dIe
- (B2+jwCNVi/4)Ve (48-d)

dx

For the odd mode, differentiating equation (48-a) with respect to the

distance 'x' and substituting from equation (48 -b) for 1.0 gives :

d2V0
- A1B1Vo E 140 (49)

dx2

The solution of this equation can be written as:

-ix ix
Vo(x) = kje + k2e (50)

= a + j$ ; the propagation constant. (51)

The second term on the right-hand side of equation (50) represents a
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growing wave in the direction of wave propagation. This implies that

Vo* 0 as x * 0 when a / 0, which is impossible. Therefore, k2 must be

set to zero.

Also at x=0, VeVapp iied, the voltage applied to line 1. Equation

(50) becomes :
-lx

Vo(x) = Vappliede

For the even mode, dividing equation (48-c) by (48-d) gives :

dIe

dVe

(52)

- (82+jwCNVi/4)Ve /(A2Ie) (53)

(Ae+BeVi)Ve /1e (54)

Where Ae= 82/A2 and Be= jwCN/(4A2) (55)

Integrating equation (54) leads to :

Ie = AeVi+Beill / 2 + Constant (56)

The constant of integration is equal to zero since whenever Ve equals

zero, 1e must also be zero. Therefore,

Ie = ±Ve I Ae + BeVi/2 (57)

The negative root represents the even mode current propagating in the

negative direction, which is not allowed in this analysis since a

semi-infinite or matched system has been assumed. Differentiating,

equation (57) corresponding to the positive root with respect to x

gives :

dIe dV

dx

e

[(Ae+BeVi)/ )1 Ae+Bed/2 ]
dx

(58)

Equating equations (48-d) and (58) :

-A2dx = dVe/ [ VejAe+BeVi/2

The integral will be :

(59)
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-1 fire/Fe + ,/(2Ae/Be)+Vi
-A2.14/2 x- ln[ ]+1n(constant) (60)

2Ae/Be Ve

The constant of the integration is found by using the condition :

Ve = Vapplied at x=0.

f2re78e + ./(2Ae/Be)+Vipp lied 1/151e7ga 1/12V6;
Const.= [ 1 = K (61)

Vapplied

Substituting the above equation (61) into (60) and rearrange, it is

found that :

2K./247114, e

A282
x

Ve(x)-
.1713Tx

( K e )2 _

(62)

In order to find the voltage on each line at any point along the

line, we make use of equations (44) to get :

Vi(x)= [Ve(x)+Vo(x)]/2 (63-a)

and

V2(x)= [Ve(x)-V0(x)J /2 (63 -b)

The power as a function of the position along line k (k=1,2) can

be calculated by using :

Pk= Real(441/2 (64)

Where I7( is the complex conjugate of the current on line k;

Vk 4-series
Ik= and Zk - (65)

Zk 'k -shunt
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6.3 : THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION :

6.3.1 : Linearized Schottky Lines :

For the case of loosely coupled Schottky lines, it is not feasi-

ble to satisfy the ideal contra-directional coupling condition. The

capacitance required to match the capacitive and inductive coupling

factors is 0.04113214 pF/mm. Since the depletion region capacitance

is a weak function of the reverse bias voltage when this voltage is

far from the built-in voltage (as shown in Fig. 6-4) this capacitance

would require a prohibitive large voltage of 32449.7 volts. The result

of this hypothetical case is plotted in Fig. 6-5.

The codirectional coupler response is shown in Fig. 6-6. For a

given Schottky line length and for specific frequencies, the power is

transferred to the receiving terminal of either line. This is also

true if the frequency is chosen and the line length is made variable.

Then, the power is transferred back and forth at specific points along

the two lines.

Due to the mismatch of the termination impedances, a small

fraction of the power is reflected back to the sending ends as shown

in the figure. The effect of this reflection can be seen in the

curves representing the receiving ends where the maximum power is less

than 100%. The shift in the power curves with the different bias

conditions is due to the change in the depletion layer capacitance

which modifies the phase constant, and therefore the electrical length

of the line. This shift can be utilized to design switches by varying

the bias voltage.
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As an example, we used the same structure to show the behavior

of the switch at 15 GHz. One of the two bias voltages has been chosen

to be -5.0 volts. It is found that the line length and the second

bias voltage required to satisfy the switching conditions, as stated

in the theoretical section, are 2489.263 Am and +0.401058 volts. The

coupling factor and the Schottky junction capacitance are a nonlinear

function of the bias voltage as shown in Fig. 6-7. This nonlinearity

governs the power transferred to various coupled line ports as the

bias voltage applied to the Schottky lines is varied.

In Fig. 6-8, the termination impedances of the switch are made

variable, i.e., their values are equal to the characteristic imped-

ances of the lines, which depend on the self capacitance, and

therefore upon the voltage across the junction. This is an ideal case

because it is impractical to terminate a line with real voltage-

dependent impedances. Therefore, proper termination impedances have

to be found. The impedances we have chosen to terminate the lines are

obtained by evaluating the line characteristic impedances at a bias

voltage where the junction capacitance is equal to the arithmetic

average of the junction capacitances evaluated at the switching

voltages V1 and V2. The voltage at which the line characteristic

impedances, and hence the termination impedances are evaluated , is

found to be -0.20154 volts. The results for this case are shown in

Fig. 6-9. The effect of the mismatch at the output terminals is quite

clear. When the dc-bias is 0.4 volts, about 1000 of the power is

transferred to the receiving end of the first line (port 4). However,

when the dc-bias is switched to -5.0 volts, port 4 is isolated, but
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some of the power is reflected back to the port where the signal is

applied and more than 83% of the power is transferred to the receiving

terminal of the second line. For practical applications, this is still

a useful switching device.

6.3.2 : Nonlinear Quasi-Harmonic Analysis :

The results of the nonlinear quasi-harmonic analysis of the

Schottky coupled lines are shown in Fig. 6-10. The power on both

lines as a function of the position along the lines is presented for

different dc-biases.

The applied voltage swing is limited on the positive cycle by the

built-in voltage of the Schottky junction. Therefore, for a small

dc-bias, the allowed input signal has to be small. On the other hand,

if the magnitude of the reverse dc-bias is large, the change in the

junction capacitance due to the applied voltage is small, even if the

voltage amplitude is large. The applied signal itself has to be much

smaller than the magnitude of the dc-bias and the built-in voltage

combined for the quasi-harmonic analysis to be applicable. These

restrictions on the input signal yield a very small nonlinear term, so

that it is hard to notice its effect in Fig. 6-10 for Vdc=2 volts.

If the dc-bias is small and the signal amplitude is made comparable to

the magnitude of the dc-bias and the built-in voltage together, the

nonlinear term effect becomes clear as shown in the same figure for

Vdc =O. The power increases due to the reduction in the line impedance,

which results from the self capacitance increase. The power function
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is no longer symmetric about the vertical axis through the peak as

compared with the linear system, i.e., when the nonlinear term is

neglected.

Applying the nonlinear analysis to a system of two coupled

transmission lines on a nonlinear substrate shows the effect of the

nonlinearity on the power along the lines. Fig. 6-11 shows a shift in

the position of the power peak along the lines. This shift is

expected and it is attributed to the increase in the self capacitance

and, therefore, in the phase constant. The increase in the self

capacitance of the line results in a decrease in the line impedance.

Due to the coupling between the lines, shifting of the power peak on

one line to the left, shifts the power peak to the right on the other

one.

Such analysis would be useful in designing a directional coupler

if a nonlinear substrate is used. In this case, when the signal power

is large so that the nonlinearty becomes significant, the line length

at which the maximum power occurs can be calculated more accurately as

compared to the results obtained by using the linear small-signal

model.
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Fig. 6-4: The variation of the Schottky junction capacitance
as a function of the bias voltage.
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Fig. 6-5: Coupled Schottky lines as a contra-directional coupler.
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Fig. 6-7: The dependence of the coupling factor on the bias
voltage.

The depletion layer capacitance is normalized
by the coupling factor at Vapplied 0.7 volts.
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Fig.6-8: Schottky lines switch when the two lines are terminated by
their characteristic impedance [ideal case].
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

7.1 : THE OBJECTIVES AND ACHIEVEMENTS :

The objectives of the study described in this thesis were :

A. To model the GaAs MESFET by calculating the electrical

parameters of the structure from its geometrical and material

parameters.

B. To study the properties of the distributed parameter

electrically long MESFET structures by applying the general

normal mode analysis of the active coupled lines for possible

applications as traveling-wave transistors, harmonic generators,

and voltage tunable devices.

These objectives in general have been successfully fulfilled.

Nevertheless, the main contributions made through out the course of

this study can be summarized as follows :

I. Generalizing the normal mode coupled-line analysis of asymmetric

lines in an inhomogeneous media to include the possible

existence of active elements and the resulting asymmetric

immittance matrices.

2. Developing a small-signal GaAs MESFET model based on the

physical parameters of the structure. This includes the

developing of a new accurate computer program to calculate the

device distributed electrical parameters analytically.

Empirical expressions were also implanted in the program to

adjust the nonlinear circuit elements by considering their
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dependence on the bias conditions.

3. Developing an exact calculation of the interelectrode ( mutual )

capacitances of two and three asymmetric coplanar strips. Since

the calculations utilize the conformal mapping technique, simple

computer routines to calculate the exact values of the complete

and incomplete elliptic integrals of the first kind were

written. In addition, accurate and efficient closed-form

expressions were also formulated for the computer aided design

of coplanar strips to calculate these capacitances.

4. Application of rigorous coupled active distributed parameters

theory to the traveling-wave transistor for application as

broad-band power amplifier in microwave frequencies. This

includes the calculation of the scattering parameters of a

four-port network and the power gain by utilizing the electrical

parameters of the GaAs MESFET.

5. Introducing the small-signal and quasi-harmonic analysis of

coupled Schottky lines for applications as voltage tunable

devices including directional couplers and electronic switches.

7.2 : THE CONCLUSIONS :

Following are some of the conclusions one can deduce from the

work described in this thesis :

1. The general normal mode active coupled-line analysis can be

applied to any uniformly coupled distributed parameter four-port

circuit.

2. The small-signal model of GaAs MESFET is very useful as a design
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tool for many applications. It gives good results within the

allowed range of the gate bias which is limited by the built-in

potential on one side and the pinch-off voltage on the other.

Still, the computer program OSUFET has some limitations as

discussed in detail in chapter 3. The program can be improved

to overcome these limitations, but the expected improvements are

so small while the calculation time will be much longer

especially if two-dimensional analysis is considered.

3. The exact method and closed-form expressions for calculating the

intere7ectrode ( mutual ) capacitances are very useful and

efficient not only for MESFET structures considered here but

also for many different structures of the same nature ( i.e.,

consisting of coplanar strips) including interdigital planar

devices such as photoconductive detectors, VLSI connections and

MMICs ( Microwave Monolithic Integrated Circuits ).

4. The routines of complete and incomplete elliptic integrals of

the first kind give very accurate results as compared to those

derived by Legendre about two centuries ago[122]. These results

are more accurate than those tabulated in some modern

handbooks[125].

5. The power gain depends on the phase velocities and the

characteristic impedances of the gate and drain electrodes. The

maximum power gain requires equal phase velocities of the waves

on both lines and a higher drain characteristic impedance.

6. The compensation element required to synchronize the phase

velocities is a distributed inductance along the drain line. In
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the previous work, the compensation element was always a

capacitance. However, distributing a shunt capacitance along

the drain line will decrease its impedance and the power gain as

well.

7. The gate line metalization resistance influences the device gain

significantly. As the gate electrode resistance increases,

input signal attenuation increases and the gain decreases. Such

resistance has to be reduced to its minimum possible value by

any means.

8. The nonlinearity of coupled Schottky lines due to the dependence

of their junction capacitance on the applied voltage (ac and dc)

can be utilized to build voltage tunable devices such as

directional couplers and electronic switches. However, it is not

feasible to satisfy the conditions for contra-directional

coupler because the dc-bias required is very high.

7.3 : SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK :

Within this subject of study are plenty of opportunities for

improvement, development and innovation. For future work there are

many areas which could be investigated. What follows are some

suggestions for future research.

1. The analysis of active coupled-line in an inhomogeneous media

can be generalized one step further to account for multi-line,

multi -port circuits.

2. The empirical expressions used in the calculations of nonlinear

electrical parameters of the GaAs MESFET can be improved to
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achieve better fit between the calculated values and the

measured data.

3. Instead of two-region model and gradual channel approximation,

the analysis of the GaAs MESFET device can be made more rigorous

by including the region when the carrier velocity reaches its

maximum value. This would mean three-region model

approximation; constant mobility with positive differential

resistance region, constant mobility with negative differential

resistance region, and constant velocity region as shown in

Fig. 7-1. The two-dimension analysis can also be used. The

expected results are better than the results of the model used

in this study. However, this will require longer time for

computations.

vpeak

U
0
''") vsat.

(=a

RmICN I i REGION II REGION III

peak Esat

E

Fig. 7-1: The electron drift velocity versus the electric
field in a GaAs MESFET, three-region model.
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4. Even today, there is no simple and exact analytical method to

calculate the effect of the metalization thickness of the strips

and the finite thickness of the substrate. With the advanced

technology available these days the slot and strip widths become

comparable to the metalization thickness of the strips and

sometimes even smaller. As a result, the percentage of the

electric field lines that end on the strip sides rather than on

the top and bottom faces increases as the strip thickness

increases. Therefore, the strip thickness has to be included in

the calculation of the mutual capacitances. Although for thick

substrate, i.e., when the substrate thickness is much larger

than the slot widths, the semi-infinite substrate approximation

is a very good one, in the thin substrate some of the electric

field lines pass through the air under the substrate and this

influences the mutual capacitance values. A general analysis

considering the substrate thickness is important.

5. The analysis of three coplanar strips presented in chapter 4 is

based on the assumption that the outer strips are symmetric

about the central plane between them and the spacings between

the strips and the central one are equal. This analysis can be

generalized further by assuming three coplanar strips of

different widths and separated by different slot widths.

Furthermore, the analysis could include more than three strips.

6. In the traveling-wave amplifier (i.e., discrete cascaded active

devices amplifier ), the dual -gate devices were used and higher

gain and better flatness were reported ( as mentioned in
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chapter 5 ). The dual -gate GaAs MESFETs are already

investigated for other applications but not for application as

traveling-wave transistors for broad-band power amplifiers.

Therefore, the dual -gate concept can be applied for single long

device along with the analysis of linearized model ( or

quasi-harmonic analysis ) of Schottky coupled lines.

7. The quasi-harmonic analysis of coupled Schottky lines can be

improved further to include the asymmetric non identical lines.

The general analysis of such nonlinear coupled lines should take

in consideration the possible reflection at both the receiving

and the sending ends due to the mismatch of the termination

impedances of the finite length structures.

8. Experimental work including the fabrication and testing of the

structure proposed and analyzed in this thesis should be

undertaken. This includes the traveling-wave transistor with

novel gate electrodes to reduce the series resistance and

coupled Schottky lines designed for applications as directional

couplers and electronic switches.
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